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Teaching the Catch 
in the Strokes
Steve: Thank you. I coached my first workout when I was 12-years-old. I asked 

my coach, “Could I run tomorrow’s workout?” He said, “Yes. It’s on a five lane 

pool, 20 yards.” But I had been reading Swimming World for a whole year, 

so I thought I was ready and it went pretty well. Four years later, I was 16 

and he hired me as one of his assistant coaches. But, by then I was reading 

James Councilman’s Science of Swimming cover to cover. How many people 

have read that book? There you go, good. Are there any Canadians in here? 

Yes. Now you better know Howard Furby. Yes. A classic, Guy Edson has 

his Howard Furby On Swimming in a little glass case. It’s a collector’s item 

published in about 1976, try to find it. It’s a great book.

Then I started to read Ernie Maglischo’s material Swimming Fast, Swimming 

Faster, and then Swimming Fastest. The books kept getting bigger, but all 

along I was learning and I was lucky to live in the Bay Area where I could 

see George Haines speak up in Sacramento. Now these days, I am close to 

Berkeley and one hour from Stanford. Richard Quick let me come down 

and watch his workout more than once. Then one day I was over his house 

on his couch talking swimming to an Olympic coach. That was cool; a lot of 

coaches have helped me along the way. Just recently I was going to give a 

presentation in Ireland and train their staff, their swim school staff and the 

coach wanted me to also coach his college swim team for a day of practice.

I didn’t feel comfortable with that. I haven’t worked with college swimmers 

for a while. I called up Dave Durden. I go, “Dave, can I come talk to you? I have 

some questions about freestyle.” He said, “Sure, come on over.” I went to his 

office, he talked to me for 45 minutes and on the board was his whole season 

plan and wide eyes checked everything out. So people have really helped 

me over the years, even at this clinic. I am learning at these clinics and I’ll 

tell you Michael Brooks’ book is one of the best books on the market and I 

have even used his book as a reference in doing some of my presentations.

These days I have people I look up to. One person I have learned from almost 

every day is Glen Mills, because I watch the videos that he sends out. I listen to 

what he says and I look at all the videos that he’s accumulated over the years. 

I talked to him today about some technique things. Also a couple of days 

ago I stopped Gary Hall in the hallway. The guy had three Olympics. 

And I asked him some questions and he answers me. We have all learned 

from each other and I hope today you can learn something for me. My goal is 

that you learn at least one or two points that you can take back to your pool 

on Monday morning.
                                             (cont. on pg 3)
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Teaching the Catch in the Strokes (cont.) 
Now, when John Leonard called me and asked me to speak this 
year at the clinic, I said, “What would you like me to speak on?” He 
goes, “Steve, you choose.” I chose this topic and this is an important 
topic and this is important stuff. I didn’t want to screw up, so I have 
done some research and once I got the topic, I used it as my theme 
for the whole year. I was experimenting with my swimmers on how 
to teach the catch in the four strokes and I have someone else that has 
really helped me.   

Those are the four strokes that we are looking at. Wouldn’t you like your 
swimmers to look like that at this most important part in the stroke? So 
the person that’s helped me a lot recently is Sheila Taormina. I have her 
book and I have had her out to my pool twice to do clinics with my Masters 
swimmers and kids. I love this definition; ‘the catch is the first movement 
in each stroke cycle, when a swimmer has positioned the hand and arm 
to face back in the water. After, utilize lift and drag forces in a forward 
directing manner.’ Most of these pictures are from Sheila’s book. Now 
Sheila is mostly emphasizing freestyle when she does these clinics. I 
learned a lot of techniques to teach the catch in freestyle. On the other 
strokes, I came up with my own ideas.

Here are some basics on the catch. The catcher sets up from the recov-
ery into the extension forward position of the arm. Now you don’t want 
to try to roll the shoulder down. It’s not shoulder going to the chin, you 
are not trying to stack your shoulders. You are trying to extend the scap-
ula forward and extension out there, so that’s an important thing. You 
need to think of that shoulder blade. One of the most important things 
that happens is that your shoulder will extend alongside your cheek. 
We are going to talk to you about how important that cheek and that 
shoulder is as you start your strokes.

What happens when you go from the extension phase to the bent arm 
catch position? You do three things, meaning: you rotate the upper arm; 
all you need to do is turn this upward like this. The elbow goes up and 
automatically the upper arm will sweep out about one hand width. You 
can’t just go like that, it’s going to go like this. It doesn’t just say straight. 
There’s a little bit of an out as the upper arm goes outside the elbows, 
outside the shoulder now and then you gradually bend the elbow. 
That’s setting up the catch, we’ll talk about the other strokes too, but 
it’s all very similar.

That rotation directs the elbow up and you can see that happening. You 
can have your swimmers look at that with the eyes up or on a kickboard. 
We will show you drills that we do for that. When you sweep outside 
like this and get a little depth to your catch, you are going to feel the 
latissimus toe size, dorsal muscles flexing in the back and engaging and 
ready to be in a strong position to pull. And as you do this, as you gradu-
ally bend the elbow, you are getting the upper arm up, setting up the 
lower arm to go vertical. We want that early vertical forearm facing back 
on the water.

Here’s the common catch position for all the four strokes. The extension 
sets up the catch in breast stroke, in butterfly and in backstroke. How 
you get into the stroke, you have to extend, have a long arm, and have 
an extension. Width and depth are needed for the catch. Breaststroke, 
you need to get out here, butterfly here and here, backstroke is down a 
bit and off to the side. All have depth and some width. The elbow rolls 
up on all of them, this rolls forward on backstroke. You feel your muscles 
turn on and one of the key things here is the shoulder locks in by the 
cheek and ‘oarlocks.’ Shoulder glue makes oarlock. Let’s say you have 
a boat; you have oars and the oars need to be attached to something, 

something like an eye bolt. There’s the oar, you are not going to be able 
to row the boat unless that is attached and doesn’t move.

Your shoulder needs to find the oarlock. In the beginning of the stroke, it 
doesn’t pull back. That’s when you lose power, I have always called it the 
‘shoulder glue drill.’ Pretend there’s glue on your shoulder and on your 
jaw bone right here and right on your cheek. As you extend, you are going 
to glue the shoulder to the jaw bone and it’s going to stay there till about 
halfway through your stroke. Then right about here, it will open up. 
Then this one glues the chin. Its right here, the side of the mandible. 
Take a look at this picture for freestyle, there’s the extend. Look at the 
shoulder staying in near the jaw. Then it opens up the weak swimmers, 
the ones you don’t know why they are not going very fast who are pull-
ing that shoulder back right away. They are not holding that line in the 
shoulder.

Additional factors in the catch, pulling elbows in front of the head. 
Don’t let the elbows slide back; the elbow is going to be in front of the 
head and they are going to be behind the head on the backstroke.

The elbow does not pull back. Elbow bend does not increase after the 
catch. You don’t go like this and then bend more; it stays the same. The 
only thing that changes is the upper arm mechanics. When you see that 
little bit of diagonal, it’s not the arm bending, it’s the upper arm rotating 
and adapting a bit. You will see that definitely on butterfly, hand speed 
is slowest in the catch. I am always telling my swimmers to be patient; 
shoulders stay by the cheek from one half to two thirds of the pool. I’d 
say one half is more accurate and we have an oarlock shoulders, shoul-
der glue right here.

Hand speed will change through the pull pattern, so that’s the end of 
the stroke. These are things directly from my workout book. I just went 
back through. This is exactly what I did and I wish I had videos, but I think 
I had describe it pretty well. The first thing we work on is the two arm 
catch scull and we are wearing a snorkel the whole time. A Finis snorkel, I 
highly recommend my kids find this; it is the most comfortable and 
easy to adjust of all the snorkels. Two arm catch scull, catch scull. We 
try with the hands on top of the head, go out about four inches, go 
down a little bit, and then scull down here. I think it’s a mistake to try to 
scull right here on top of the water and even to think of the catch here. 
Not everyone has the flexibility like when you saw Ian Thorpe do it, or 
Kara Lynn Joyce. Your kids are going to be a little better, a little more 
down. Anyway, we work on the two arm cat scull, and I tell you, the kids 
are terrible at this in the beginning.

It takes a while to get them to do it because they are dropping their 
elbows or they are doing this or they are moving back. We had to spend 
a lot of time to get a good looking catch scull, I used to call it the mon-
ster scull, but now this is what I call it. We do that once the kids can do 
that and we are usually wearing a buoy, so there’s no propulsion from 
the back end.

They will be kicking the length of the pool, and because of this drill that 
we are doing- a side glide kicking position; I am calling this arm like a 
boom on a sailboat. Now they are kicking, buoys off. They are going like 
this, they are kicking and they are just moving along. They’ll go 25 yards 
like that. Then we will do the other side, 25 yards trying to get it right. 
Sometimes I’ll do more than once. Then we will do the same thing, but 
instead of here, we are going to go straight up. Completely vertical fore-
arm all the way up and like this for a whole length. Now this is harder 
having this up, go this way, come back, and go the other side. Then, we 
do it in the sailboat position.
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Not here, not as a boom or a mast, but a shape of a sail. Fingertip is 
just on the water, elbow up. Now they are sculling, this is even harder. 
Sometimes they are not moving that fast and or say they don’t have 
a good kick. We may only go half a lap and then switch and go to the 
other side. But, I want them to look good on this. Then on the super sail-
boat, they are always doing a catch scull and they go here for six kicks 
or so. A few sculls up here, here, and pull and switch and start doing 
the scull with this hand. From that we’ll just go into regular freestyle. I 
will just tell them to keep open it up, get that same feeling, or we’ll do 
a position 11 freestyle where they do one arm at a time and they can 
think about this and pull back.

They can set this up before they pull. They are learning the catch 
feeling, so that’s one round of freestyle that I would do. The next is with 
the kickboard and we put them in the scooter position. They holding 
onto the board like this, flat. For my demonstration, I need to hold 
onto the board like this. They are going to work on these things. They 
are kicking along with the board, they are going to watch the vertical 
recovery straight up and down like this. Now, we are going to go from 
here and then we are going to have them do the next lap. They are 
going to go walk, do this, and then go to here and then they will pull. 
Every one of these is an emphasis.

They are going to pull, make sure they go over the top and then pull. 
The next lap will be fingertip entry, then pull the third one with no 
elbow splash on entry. That means the inside of the elbow, not the top 
pointy part. They watch and they go here and then as they go in, the 
splash happens right there. They have entered the water with the high 
elbow and drive their hand forward. You get a little splash on the inside 
of the elbow, it looks good. They watch their extension. The next lap we 
are going to emphasize how after it goes in like this, they are going to 
watch the upper arm go up the next arm. You are going to watch the 
elbow pop up, but you are also going to keep the oarlock.

You are going to keep your shoulder here as you come back. Keep 
your shoulder near your jaw, your head’s up; you can feel it, you can 
watch it. Next lap is rotating this, coming slightly under the body, 
and then the last lap it is about hand acceleration. We are doing 
two lanes, one arm, then the other arm of each one of these em-
phasises. They are doing the whole stroke every time. But I’ll be call-
ing out, ‘here’s what you are focusing on!’ We build it one skill at a 
time. When they’ve been through this drill more than once, they 
know what’s coming and they start looking good right away. When 
I am just giving them something to think about, they can have a straight 
arm recovery with a fingertip entry or they can start going like this. Our 
kids will have different strokes, some of them will have the big arms 
over the top, some will be more high elbow, whatever works for them. 
Some of them do it different for different races. Then here’s the next 
part.

Freestyle drills. We go both sides, the first one is the Catch Lift Drill and 
you are kicking mostly. The arms do not move forward or back, you are 
like this. All you do is do this. You lift a little and at the same time you 
do this. That’s it, you just pop that up and get a little bit of that feeling 
right there. You are not moving this back, you are not moving this for-
ward. You go the whole length like this, then you’ll do the other side the 
whole length just lifting a little bit. Then you go to the Sailboat Catch 
Position. Both sides, so we go to here again. They are kicking, now you 
might want to use fins on this.

On some of these drills that I am going to talk about, just so I don’t forget 
to say this, using paddles or strapless paddles works too. Back to the 

sailboat, here like this. You are kicking along and then you are do-
ing the catch and scull here. You are just kicking along like that. The 
third one, you are doing three Catch sculls and then switch. Hold 
it like this, come forward. Hold that position, this is in front of you. 
You have both arms in front of your head now. You have got to keep 
the kid going, you have got to keep their head down. The fourth 
one is when you really see things looking good, and I went through 
this progression myself and all of a sudden I felt better than ever 
on freestyle thinking about my catch and recovery being slow on 
both ends.

I am not rushing forward, I am not rushing the catch; I am thinking slow. 
Okay, slow bringing this up. Slow starting in the catch, all of a sudden I 
felt more powerful and felt good. I thought of the shoulder glue, so when 
I start my stroke, I am not rushing back. I am here; I hold it and it felt 
pretty good. You might have to do that two or three times for kids to re-
ally get it. If they don’t, if they go slow back here, they’ll be more patient 
with the catch. Then you add extension and finish fast. Fast one, two, so 
you think of boom, boom fast.

It has that world-class look. It looks long, it looks powerful, it looks like 
they are connecting with the water and you see acceleration. That’s 
what we have done for freestyle and then we let them swim and we are 
talking about it all the time. We’ll use paddles. We have shown pictures, 
videos, and we have them practice things like this. Something over a 
board just to get that feeling of making the elbow go up. We have done 
eyes up freestyle, eyes underwater but forward, and they will just watch 
the see if they are doing this. 

Backstroke. I went over my last talk yesterday and I went over some of this. 
I jumped the gun, but I couldn’t help myself because I was really excited 
about this teaching. The catch presents a progression for the backstroke. 
Again, we practice; we make sure the kids can do a two arm front scull. 
Then we go to one arm, front scull like this on their side and then from this 
position. I have some videos of this, you can watch this later if you want 
to come up. I have it on my iPad. Then rotate and just roll to your back. 
Now the kids are kicking along and doing this scull position, then they 
practice the other side.

Now we are good on both sides, they are out here. Then we do a switch-
ing drill. Well let’s go up just kicking and go a whole lap like this. Back 
scull and side glide kick and then right side and then we will do a 
switch. Now bring the arm up like this. That’s like an L position with the 
body catch switching to the other side. This one comes up and now this 
one is sculling here. After that, we move on to pulling with paddles and 
emphasizing the catch. Then swimming with paddles again, focus on 
feeling that water. You feel like you have to open up the underarm. You 
have to feel that you get in some water back here. A lot of swimmers, a 
lot of young swimmers, sometimes it’s a straight arm or sometimes they 
slide through here and they do this and that’s all they do.

Why is backstroke so hard when I think it’s the simplest stroke to teach 
because it looks easy? Head straight, no breathing, arms come up 
straight, right? There’s no different movements of your arms. They are 
not able to get a good catch because they can’t see it. All the other 
strokes, it’s in front of you and you are more aware of what’s in front of 
you. Back stroke, you are going upside down and backwards. That’s it 
for backstroke. That one drill changed our team’s backstroke, some of 
the kids were already doing it, they went, “Oh yeah, this is what I always 
do.” Other kids are having the “aha moment.” “Ah-ha, now I get it.” Now it 
feels better, of course, all the other things are important in backstroke, 
too. Body position, lean back into the water and keep the kick going 
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and have a rhythm. But the nature of my talk is just about this. 

There’s a diagonal from there to there. Notice how he staying on his side 
all the way through. Even near the end of the stroke and he doesn’t start 
rolling up the hip really until right there on the exit. That’s something I 
talked about in yesterday’s talk. We improved our backstrokers by not by 
telling them to stay on your side as long as you can. At the very end it’s 
going to go to neutral and then it’s going to aggressively roll up. This 
right here is just a demonstration of the catch scull. That’s it, that’s a drill. 
Then here’s the whole thing. Moving onto breaststroke.

Wouldn’t you like your swimmers to have that look right there? That strong 
breaststroke look instead of just kind of like pulling their elbows back or 
just kind of mixing the water? So what I did was I said, “How can we fix 
our breaststroke arm pull?” and we had some kids that were pretty good 
already, but I had them do a self correcting drill, which meant their eyes 
are not out of the water, but forward. Their eyes are forward and they 
are going to be able to watch their stroke. I want them to see their hand 
position out like this and on breaststroke when you glide, the lowest 
part of your body is going to be your sternum, that’s going to be the 
lowest in the water.

If you look across underwater view of Brandon Hansen, it’s his sternum. 
The highest part is going to be right back here, right at the top of the 
bottom and bottom of the spinal column right here. This is going to 
be down some, so that means your hands won’t be right on top of the 
water. The hands are going to be down a little bit and let’s say like four 
inches, maybe more. But I wanted them to watch their out sweep from 
here out to the side and I wanted them to slightly go upward on the 
out sweep from here to there. Some of the kids weren’t getting it and 
I said, “Well it’s kind of like this, up like this.” They go, “Oh, you are like a 
conductor?”

Oh yeah, they got it. Now you don’t want to do that so much that you 
break the surface of the water, but I am seeing a lot of good breaststro-
kers on the out sweep with a subtle ‘up’ right here. Now once you get, 
when you go here, you are less likely to pull your pull back. When you 
think out and a little up, it opens you up. Now watch this. Watch the 
wide out- sweep conductor. Upper arm rotates up; elbows, then arms 
go vertical in here

Hands and forearm scoop is one paddle. Don’t curl the wrist. Working 
with little kids, I mean even eight, nine, 10 year olds, instead of holding 
a strong paddle, they’ll start doing this on breaststroke, right? We are 
always talking about one paddle. Lock it in; one paddle from there to 
there. It works a lot better than breaking your wrist on the upsweep. 
Palms are parallel to chest while breathing on upsweep, now I have 
seen really good swimmers who are here and they breathe with their 
chest at this angle. Their hands are at this angle and some of them are 
pretty close. Others are out farther, but for an instant they are parallel to 
the level of the body right here and then it shoots forward on this drill. 
You watch recovery. His hands recover fast, shallow and straight and 
eyes are up. Now just watch and then on the next one, put it together. 
Practice starting in a normal head down glide position, you are down 
here. That’s it, just start here, and get that feeling. So many people have 
said, ‘I feel the muscles back here when I do that.’ So I think we are get-
ting a stronger pull out of it. It’s because some kids just mixed the water 
around like that. I wanted to get a stronger pull on breaststroke.

I have my doll here, I have a few of them, but these guys are always pretty 
good at doing a good vertical forearm. We’ll show them when we are 
talking about this stuff here and they like to play with that. We use it for 
all strokes, even the breaststroke. I have these toys that I use, it gives 

a little distraction to the swimmers and it’s fun for them. Butterfly, so 
what do I practice first? The front scull. Can we just do a little bit of this? 
Not too much, just like a hand width out and back. You are at shoulder 
width and out and back from there.

Scull out one hand width out and back, just to get that feeling because 
that’s going to happen in the first part of the butterfly. We have about six 
different ways we scull. We have this one, so that’s the two arm in front. We 
go the one arm on the side; we do it on our backs. You’ve seen all these. 
We also do the torpedo scull, feet first, hands back, mostly the kids wear 
buoys. Ones that are buoyant and can do it without a buoy, do, but they are 
sculling back like this. It’s kind of a synchronized swimming move. Point 
your toes and you are on your back, you are going feet first. 

We do the progressive scull, we start here out and back, out and back 
about 12 different sculls. Butterfly focus points: practice the front scull, 
arms land at shoulder width and higher than the ears. That’s the num-
ber one key thing for your swimmers to do.

They got their shoulders higher than their ears on the landing. Hands 
will press out one hand width after that. You will see that when good 
butterfliers will go in. It’s not just like this, there’s a little slip right there just 
to set up a touch outside the shoulders. Then you start the pull while your 
shoulders are still higher than your ears. Wrist stays firm; they don’t drop 
or go like this. Both arms rotate up, you can feel it. That’s where you are 
going to feel the muscles on the butterfly. Elbows have gone vertical as 
you pull back arms slightly and sweep under the body. You saw that in 
the Michael Phelps videos on the first talk today of the Age Group Talk.

We do butterfly pull with paddles with an underwater recovery. Take the 
paddles, go through the pool, flare out at the end. Don’t go straight back 
and then come underneath. Pause a bit, set it up, pull and then we do 
butterfly pull with paddles with an over-water recovery. The only pad-
dles that seem to work for me doing butterfly with an over arm recov-
ery and never in more than one length is the FINIS agility paddles. The 
kids are able to round out the exit and get out and bring it back to the 
front. Then we put the whole stroke together. Here are two books that 
you should get; they are both by Schiehlen. The one on the left does 
all the strokes, one on the right is their new one, only on freestyle and 
great drills. Highly recommended, I don’t think they even have them at 
the ASCA store, but it should be in your library. Every one of my assis-
tant coaches gets a copy to read.

Questions?

Female Speaker: For the one drill, the one that you said is important, did 
you say the head is up?

Steve: The head is up, yes, good question. The head is up on the free-
style one, they are watching and self-correcting. They can see if their 
elbow pops up and they can see the beginning of the pull. Yes.

Male Speaker: Are there any exercises someone could do outside the 
water?

Steve: Yes and I should have mentioned it because we’ve done that. 
We have surgical tubing with paddles on them and we’ll do that before 
workout. Just practicing this or pulling through and we have a bench 
and the kids can practice that motion through the bench. Definitely, 
thank you. I forgot to mention that. 

Male Speaker: The second part of that question would be what are 
some of the better stretches to allow that rotation and to allow that 
catch to even be possible?
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Steve: I don’t know stretches. I think just in general, flexibility. 
Just doing it can be a stretch, up like this. We have a fitness cen-
ter that has a mirror. We’ll take the kids in to the mirror in and they 
are looking around and they are just look at the mirror and prac-
tice doing this, getting that feeling. They can do that at home 
too. You can do that, we get the kids out of the water. I will say, 
‘All right everybody up like this. Keep your elbows where they are.’ 
Some kids can’t do it at first and you get them to do that on land. It re-
ally helps, thank you. Yes.

Male Speaker: I love that doll, where could I get a doll like that?

Steve: This is called the LIV Doll, L-I-V, capital L-I-V. You can get it on eBay 
but I have cornered the market. I have about 15 of these and I paid any-
where between 20 and $40 for them, but you can get a Barbie doll. I 
have four Barbie Dolls also. They are more flexible than this guy actually. 
They have smaller feet, but they have great flexibility for breaststroke 
especially.

Female Speaker:What do you do with swimmers who seem to just keep 
bending the wrist and letting their hand slip?

Steve: Okay. I am glad you mentioned that, we call that petting the dog. 
Kids who go like this and they don’t catch them. I had a swimmer, he 
goes in the water like this. I was doing a lesson. He looked good with 
the left arm. Oddly, the left was good. And I said, “Do you have a dog?” 
And he goes, “No.” I said,“Do you have a cat?” He goes, “Yes,” I go “Do to 
you pet it?” He goes, “Yes.” ‘Don’t pet it anymore because you are petting 
the water now too.’ I had to have him go straight arm. I said, ‘Pull deep 
water.’ We went into the shallow pool.

What I did was I said, ‘Go down and touch the bottom of the pool.’ Now 
he got some leverage with using his shoulder and not doing this. Then 

we worked into a better stroke after that. But yeah, I have had kids do 
that, but they got to feel the water and just get the hands on the water. 
I think a good sculling drill is vertical sculling. It would help them be 
aware of the water pressure on their hand and the pull – they are taking 
water here and moving it back. Yeah, the drop in the elbow and slid-
ing through the water, it’s crazy. It happens on backstroke more than 
anything. They go like that and they are pulling with the surface area 
of this. That’s crazy, right? You have got to think big, feel like you swim 
with big hands. 

I think it depends on the swimmer. I really can’t answer what world-
class swimmers are doing. I know they have done studies that they are 
looking at about 25 to 30 degrees of rotation in here and lately you have 
probably watched more backstrokers with not as much rotation as we 
used to coach and certainly we don’t coach as much rotation. I remember in 
the old days there was talk about, really rotating like this. But now we don’t 
see as much as that, but I can’t give you a good answer on the hundreds 
and two hundreds and one that I would feel comfortable with. 
I have an opinion, but I may not be right. Yes right there.

Steve: Something that we do for backstroke to learn the catch also is 
we’ll go vertical and go to the bottom of the pool. Deep water, push off 
and do a butterfly. Do that a couple times, first of all, because they can 
see it. They can see this. They are under underwater, they come out of 
the water, they’d go back down. Then I say, ‘Okay, just go up like this and 
go off to the side and do it.’ I’ll do that this week with my new master’s. 
It’s a good way to teach. 

Steve: Any other questions? If you want to come up and get one of 
these flyers, you can, and if you want to watch a couple videos I can 
show you that also. Thank you very much. n
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To explain this point I need to burn my reputation with some group 
of people, and I’m going to choose bus ticket collectors. There are 
people who collect old bus tickets. Like many collectors, they have 
an obsessive interest in the minutiae of what they collect. They can 

keep track of distinctions between different types of bus tickets that 
would be hard for the rest of us to remember. Because we don’t care 
enough. What’s the point of spending so much time thinking about 
old bus tickets?

The Bus Ticket 
Theory of Genius

Paul Graham
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Everyone knows that to do great work you need 
both natural ability and determination. But there’s 
a third ingredient that’s not as well understood: an 
obsessive interest in a particular topic.



Which leads us to the second feature of this kind of obsession: there 
is no point. A bus ticket collector’s love is disinterested. They’re not 
doing it to impress us or to make themselves rich, but for its own 
sake.

When you look at the lives of people who’ve done great work, 
you see a consistent pattern. They often begin with a bus ticket 
collector’s obsessive interest in something that would have 
seemed pointless to most of their contemporaries. One of the most 
striking features of Darwin’s book about his voyage on the Beagle 
is the sheer depth of his interest in natural history. His curiosity 
seems infinite. Ditto for Ramanujan, sitting by the hour working out 
on his slate what happens to series.

It’s a mistake to think they were “laying the 
groundwork” for the discoveries they made 
later. There’s too much intention in that 
metaphor. Like bus ticket collectors, they 
were doing it because they liked it.

But there is a difference between Ramanu-
jan and a bus ticket collector. Series matter, 
and bus tickets don’t.

If I had to put the recipe for genius into one 
sentence, that might be it: to have a dis-
interested obsession with something that 
matters.

Aren’t I forgetting about the other two 
ingredients? Less than you might think. 
An obsessive interest in a topic is both a 
proxy for ability and a substitute for determination. Unless you have 
sufficient mathematical aptitude, you won’t find series interesting. 
And when you’re obsessively interested in something, you don’t 
need as much determination: you don’t need to push yourself as 
hard when curiosity is pulling you.

An obsessive interest will even bring you luck, to the extent anything 
can. Chance, as Pasteur said, favors the prepared mind, and if there’s 
one thing an obsessed mind is, it’s prepared.

The disinterestedness of this kind of obsession is its most important 
feature. Not just because it’s a filter for earnestness, but because it 
helps you discover new ideas.

The paths that lead to new ideas tend to look unpromising. If they 
looked promising, other people would already have explored them. 
How do the people who do great work discover these paths that 
others overlook? The popular story is that they simply have bet-
ter vision: because they’re so talented, they see paths that others 
miss. But if you look at the way great discoveries are made, that’s 
not what happens. Darwin didn’t pay closer attention to individual 
species than other people because he saw that this would lead 
to great discoveries, and they didn’t. He was just really, really 

interested in such things.

Darwin couldn’t turn it off. Neither could Ramanujan. They didn’t 
discover the hidden paths that they did because they seemed 
promising, but because they couldn’t help it. That’s what allowed 
them to follow paths that someone who was merely ambitious 
would have ignored.

What rational person would decide that the way to write great 
novels was to begin by spending several years creating an 
imaginary elvish language, like Tolkien, or visiting every househol 
in southwestern Britain, like Trollope? No one, including Tolkien and 
Trollope.

The bus ticket theory is similar 
to Carlyle’s famous definition of 
genius as an infinite capacity for 
taking pains. But there are two 
differences. The bus ticket theory 
makes it clear that the source of 
this infinite capacity for taking 
pains is not infinite diligence, as 
Carlyle seems to have meant, but 
the sort of infinite interest that 
collectors have. It also adds an im-
portant qualification: an infinite 
capacity for taking pains about 
something that matters.

So what matters? You can never be 
sure. It’s precisely because no one 
can tell in advance which paths 

are promising that you can discover new ideas by working on what 
you’re interested in.

But there are some heuristics you can use to guess whether an 
obsession might be one that matters. For example, it’s more 
promising if you’re creating something, rather than just consuming 
something someone else creates. It’s more promising if something 
you’re interested in is difficult, especially if it’s more difficult for 
other people than it is for you. And the obsessions of talented peo-
ple are more likely to be promising. When talented people become 
interested in random things, they’re not truly random.

But you can never be sure. In fact, here’s an interesting idea that’s 
also rather alarming if it’s true: it may be that to do great work, you 
also have to waste a lot of time.

In many different areas, reward is proportionate to risk. If that rule 
holds here, then the way to find paths that lead to truly great work 
is to be willing to expend a lot of effort on things that turn out to be 
every bit as unpromising as they seem.

I’m not sure if this is true. On one hand, it seems surprisingly 
difficult to waste your time so long as you’re working hard on 

The disinterestedness of 
this kind of obsession is 
its most important 
feature. Not just 
because it’s a filter 
for earnestness, but 
because it helps you 
discover new ideas.
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something interesting. So much of what you do ends up being use-
ful. But on the other hand, the rule about the relationship between 
risk and reward is so powerful that it seems to hold wherever risk oc-
curs. Newton’s case, at least, suggests that the risk/reward rule holds 
here. He’s famous for one particular obsession of his that turned out 
to be unprecedentedly fruitful: using math to describe the world. 
But he had two other obsessions, alchemy and theology, that seem 
to have been complete wastes of time. He ended up net ahead. His 
bet on what we now call physics paid off so well that it more than 
compensated for the other two. But were the other two necessary, in 
the sense that he had to take big risks to make such big discoveries? 
I don’t know.

Here’s an even more alarming idea: might one make all bad bets? 
It probably happens quite often. But we don’t know how often, 
because these people don’t become famous.

It’s not merely that the returns from following a path are hard to 
predict. They change dramatically over time. 1830 was a really good 
time to be obsessively interested in natural history. If Darwin had 
been born in 1709 instead of 1809, we might never have heard of 
him.

What can one do in the face of such uncertainty? One solution is to 
hedge your bets, which in this case means to follow the obviously 
promising paths instead of your own private obsessions. But as 
with any hedge, you’re decreasing reward when you decrease risk. 
If you forgo working on what you like in order to follow some more 
conventionally ambitious path, you might miss something wonderful 
that you’d otherwise have discovered. That too must happen all the 
time, perhaps even more often than the genius whose bets all fail.

The other solution is to let yourself be interested in lots of different 
things. You don’t decrease your upside if you switch between equally 
genuine interests based on which seems to be working so far. 
But there is a danger here too: if you work on too many different 
projects, you might not get deeply enough into any of them.

One interesting thing about the bus ticket theory is that it may 
help explain why different types of people excel at different kinds 
of work. Interest is much more unevenly distributed than ability. If 
natural ability is all you need to do great work, and natural ability is 
evenly distributed, you have to invent elaborate theories to explain 
the skewed distributions we see among those who actually do great 
work in various fields. But it may be that much of the skew has a 
simpler explanation: different people are interested in different 
things.

The bus ticket theory also explains why people are less likely to do 
great work after they have children. Here interest has to compete 
not just with external obstacles, but with another interest, and one 
that for most people is extremely powerful. It’s harder to find time 
for work after you have kids, but that’s the easy part. The real change 
is that you don’t want to.

But the most exciting implication of the bus ticket theory is that 
it suggests ways to encourage great work. If the recipe for genius 
is simply natural ability plus hard work, all we can do is hope we 

have a lot of ability, and work as hard as we can. But if interest is a 
critical ingredient in genius, we may be able, by cultivating interest, 
to cultivate genius.

For example, for the very ambitious, the bus ticket theory suggests 
that the way to do great work is to relax a little. Instead of gritting 
your teeth and diligently pursuing what all your peers agree is 
the most promising line of research, maybe you should try doing 
something just for fun. And if you’re stuck, that may be the vector 
along which to break out.

I’ve always liked Hamming’s famous double-barrelled question: 
what are the most important problems in your field, and why aren’t 
you working on one of them? It’s a great way to shake yourself up. 
But it may be overfitting a bit. It might be at least as useful to ask 
yourself: if you could take a year off to work on something that prob-
ably wouldn’t be important but would be really interesting, what 
would it be?

The bus ticket theory also suggests a way to avoid slowing down as 
you get older. Perhaps the reason people have fewer new ideas as 
they get older is not simply that they’re losing their edge. It may also 
be because once you become established, you can no longer mess 
about with irresponsible side projects the way you could when you 
were young and no one cared what you did.

The solution to that is obvious: remain irresponsible. It will be hard, 
though, because the apparently random projects you take up to 
stave off decline will read to outsiders as evidence of it. And you 
yourself won’t know for sure that they’re wrong. But it will at least be 
more fun to work on what you want.

It may even be that we can cultivate a habit of intellectual bus ticket 
collecting in kids. The usual plan in education is to start with a broad, 
shallow focus, then gradually become more specialized. But I’ve 
done the opposite with my kids. I know I can count on their school 
to handle the broad, shallow part, so I take them deep.

When they get interested in something, however random, I encour-
age them to go preposterously, bus ticket collectorly, deep. I don’t 
do this because of the bus ticket theory. I do it because I want them 
to feel the joy of learning, and they’re never going to feel that about 
something I’m making them learn. It has to be something they’re 
interested in. I’m just following the path of least resistance; depth is 
a byproduct. But if in trying to show them the joy of learning I also 
end up training them to go deep, so much the better.

Will it have any effect? I have no idea. But that uncertainty may be 
the most interesting point of all. There is so much more to learn 
about how to do great work. As old as human civilization feels, it’s 
really still very young if we haven’t nailed something so basic. It’s 
exciting to think there are still discoveries to make about discovery. 
If that’s the sort of thing you’re interested in. n
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Teaching Racing Skills to Young Swimmers
Michael Brooks | World Clinic 2019

Chad Onken: Welcome everyone. We 
have a very exceptional speaker here. 
My name is Chad Onken and I am on the 
ASCA Board of Directors. It is my distinct 
honor and pleasure to introduce one of 
the smartest people I have ever met, Mi-
chael Brooks. 

Michael: Thank you. Okay, first a 
lot of people have been wonder-
ing, ‘whatever happened to that 
Brooks guy? He was at York and 
then he just kind of disappeared for 

a while’. Well, as Mark Twain said, the reports of my swimming 
demise are greatly exaggerated and I am still around. I have taken root in 
Weymouth, Massachusetts which is about 15 miles south of Boston on the 
south shore, and having a wonderful time there.

Today we are talking about teaching racing skills to age groupers. All of us 
are coaches so we have all been to meets and we know what it feels like 
when we watch a kid have an amazing race, a breakthrough race; there’s 
such joy. There’s such joy in our swimmers in his or her teammates. It’s 
one of the best feelings in the whole world. Everyone here has watched 
swims which are just unspeakably terrible. Those are really frustrating and 
disappointing and depressing, almost nothing worse.

Then, of course, the swims which are just okay because you’ve seen 
the same swim from the same swimmer every single meet for seasons 
and years; they are just sort of boring. Well it isn’t really clear that those 
moments of joy outweigh all the rest in the normal course of things. I don’t 
like to be on an emotional rollercoaster at a meet, I want to be in a good 
mood as much as possible and I want my swimmers in a good mood as 
much as possible.

When they are swimming fast and swimming well, they are going to be in a 
good mood. They are going to be confident. What I want is to try to figure 
out how to get my swimmers as consistent as possible when they race in 
a meet. Now, for this talk, I am going to be throwing out a lot of informa-
tion and a lot of lists. It may seem a little bit more overwhelming than it 
really is to the swimmers because when I am working with my swimmers 
we are doing it piece by piece, step by step, and then making sure we work 
through each step until it becomes second nature. Then we make it a little 
more complicated.

I don’t throw out all this stuff to my swimmers in a 45 minute talk and then 
assume that we’re good to go. It also might seem a little more authoritar-
ian and constrictive than it really is in practice as well, because I know that 
individuals are different and I know that routines and even rules need to be 
tailored to the individual and then the particular situation. So that said, I 
have a lot to cover. Just as a brief overview, I approach racing from a number 
of different vantages.

First we are going to talk about racing tactics, just having clear intentions 
and a detailed plan for a successful race. Then I will talk about visualiza-
tion and planning, it’s about rehearsing success. Then what I call meet 
management, which is establishing behaviors and routines at a swim meet 
for more consistency. Then rules for racing, which is about establishing 
expectations for the swimmers. Then training to race, which is rehearsing 

success, part two.

Then finally, at the very end, a little bit about psychology and self image. 
It’s not as easy as it seems. The gist of the entire talk in one sentence is, this 
stuff can be taught and it needs to be. So with that, we will jump right in 
to racing tactics. Now when I go through this with my swimmers, I have 
essentially a big sheet which has racing tactics for each race. So 100 
freestyle, 200 free, 400 up, butterflies with backstrokes, they are all slightly 
different. Today I am just going to talk about the more general ideas for 
when they are putting together their tactics.

Again, these are general. They are not specific to any particular race. First is, 
I want them to be intelligently aggressive. That’s a very different thing from 
being foolish. In other words, it doesn’t mean going as fast as you can and 
no breathing in the first 50 of the 400 freestyle. You see that kind of stuff 
all the time. I want kids to go out fast, but I want them to do it intelligently, 
which means as easy as possible. They need to be out fast enough, though, 
so they have a chance to really do something good.

If a swimmer is trying to go under a minute and they go out under 30.5 well, 
I know the end of this story and it’s not a good one. We need to be out fast 
enough so we give ourselves a chance to meet our goals. Second is to make 
a move in the third quarter. Almost everybody slows down on the third 50 
of every 200 or the third 25 of every 100. It’s nine out of 10 kids are going to 
do that. If you are the one who does the opposite and is strong when other 
people are weak, then usually you can take over a race in the course of five 
seconds.

I want kids to make a move in the third quarter. Third: walls, walls, walls. 
Speed in equals speed out, no messing around. Walls are not a place to 
take a break; they are a place to get an advantage. Really, that’s as much an 
attitude as it is a technique. It’s just teaching them about the value of walls. 
Number four: manage breathing patterns. I mentioned the kids who go out 
no breath the first 50 of a 400.

Well, it’s pretty common that the first 25 is badly swam almost all the time 
because the kids feel really fresh. They feel great, so they just put their head 
down and go. What I want is for them to breathe a lot more at the beginning 
so that they are in a state with a quarter of the race to go that they can put 
their head down the last quarter. Breathe more when it’s going to cost you 
less and breathe less when breathing more costs you more. When you are 
really hurting and your technique is starting to fall apart, if you add to that 
breathing a lot, your speed just dies. So, manage breathing patterns.

Number five is fight fatigue with focus. Again, it’s the last third of a race 
where technique tends to fall apart. That is when you need to have 
practiced it enough in daily workouts so that you know what is likely to 
happen because strokes fall apart in very individual ways. They have par-
ticular weak links and those are the things that you need to be thinking 
about and counteracting when you are coming home in a race. Otherwise 
it goes south fast.

Number six is win the close races and if a race is close, then you do whatever 
it takes to get your hand on the wall. And I, just watching Dressel race and 
seeing him take his last breath 15 to 20 meters out and going all out for the 
wall and winning races because of that, that’s the best argument for what I 
want from my swimmers. You do what you need to do and it doesn’t matter 
if it hurts, it doesn’t matter if it’s uncomfortable.
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Number seven: be strong when others are weak. I mentioned the third 50 
of 200s but you can also look at just about any 400 IM. The last 20 meters 
of butterfly they are usually struggling. And because of that, at least the 
first 50 and sometimes the first 75 of the backstroke leg is struggling to get 
a rhythm. If you swim a 400 IM intelligently, smooth the first 50 butterfly, 
then strong the second 50, so that you are building momentum into that 
backstroke, you can jump into your backstroke rhythm immediately. Then, 
you are golden.

You want to be strong when other people are weak. Number eight: again, 
generally save your legs for the last half. We have all seen where kids are just 
blasting on their legs going out and then the last half of the race; it looks 
like they have no legs. They never break the surface, they are gone. I like kids 
to, obviously they’re still going to kick, but I don’t want them to focus on it 
going out. I do want them to focus on it, especially coming off the halfway 
mark, and then coming off the three quarters wall.

Number nine: which I stole from the running coach Jack Daniels, the 
physiologist and running coach said something like, ‘you swim the first 
quarter of the race with your brains, the middle half of the race with your 
training, and the last quarter of the race with your guts.’ I think that’s pretty 
smart. The first quarter it is about calming yourself down, the middle it is 
as fast as you can maintain based on what you have done in practice and 
the last quarter is just all bets are off. Get your hand on the wall as fast as 
you can.

First brains, then training, then guts. Number 10 is aim for consistency 
rather than those wild swings from fool to hero. Kids who go out crazy 
fast and then limp home, it’s not heroic. Likewise when they in- say a 400 
freestyle, they are 50 meters behind at the 350 and then sprint crazy fast 
coming home, well it looks great, but everyone else is already done. You 
have to be in the race. I would much rather see consistency.

Oh, another really common practice with underwater travels, you will see 
someone diving in going 12 under waters and then the next wall at six, and 
then it’s three and then it’s one and then at zero, zero, zero for the rest of 
the way. If they even get to the five yard or five meter mark before they start 
stroking, it’s a miracle. Well, that’s just foolish. I would rather see someone 
do only a measly four dolphins, but if they do it every single time, great! 
Because four are probably going to be done well.

The 12 might be done well, and after that it’s anybody’s guess and it’s, it just 
isn’t advantageous. I’d rather see consistency for a whole race over amazing 
and terrible all in the same race. And next, in practice, you earn the right to 
be good in meets. It is extraordinary to me how many kids think that they 
can do terrible walls every single day, every single set, every single repeat 
and practice, and then somehow expect that they are going to have Phelps 
walls when they get to a meet. It isn’t going to happen.

Or they think they’re going to be able to maintain a really good six beat 
kick for an entire race when they haven’t six beat kicked despite my remon-
strances 49 times a day. If you want to do something well and if you want to 
have a skill that’s actually in your arsenal, you’ve got to earn the right to do 
that by doing it every single day. I am probably much more a practice coach 
than I am a meet coach because to my mind that’s where things happen. 
That’s where you build habits. And if you build those correctly, then really 
nice things happen in meets.

Next number 12, when you’re planning your races and when you’re 
swimming them as well, I think it’s best to focus on technique. Focus your 
technique on feel early in the race and on very specific cues at the end of 
the race. If you are thinking too much at the beginning, it just gets in the 
way of doing things right. I like to have kids focus on feel. For instance, long, 

smooth, relaxed, easy, that sort of feel word. And then coming home, that’s 
where they’re focused on very particular things.

If one swimmer knows that he needs to get on the legs out the back of 
the stroke on butterfly in order to finish the 200 fly strong, then that’s what 
I want him thinking about. ‘Legs out the back,’ over and over out loud to 
himself while he’s swimming. At the beginning it’s feel, so that thinking 
doesn’t get in the way and at the end it’s thinking and focusing on very 
particular things. Obviously what they say to themselves varies from 
swimmer to swimmer and from race to race.

Then last, number 13 is intelligent allocation of resources. In other words, 
smart pacing. Ideally, I want to see essentially an even paced race. I don’t 
want to see the front way too fast and then just fall off a cliff. I don’t want to 
see the front too slow and then, ‘I am trying to be heroic,’ when it’s too late. 
Ideally it’s about even splitting. Obviously the first 50 is going to be a little 
faster because you have got the dive.

But other than that, it should be pretty even and a little bit faster at the end 
when you just cook yourself. I came out with this little list of fades. I call 
them fades. So for instance, in freestyle, your first 50 is going to be about 
one and a half to two seconds faster than your second one. Let’s just say this 
is 100. In breaststroke, it’s going to be bigger, three and a half to four maybe. 
Backstrokes smaller, one to one and a half. If they are inside that cone, that 
means they are essentially swimming an even paced race. That’s our goal. 
If their fade is much bigger than that, that means they went out too fast, 
faster than they can maintain.

If too small, which is fairly rare, then we need to put a little more heat on the 
first 50. So just getting them to think about allocating their resources, their 
energy, so we can swim approximately evenly. All right, the next part of the 
talk is about visualization and planning or rehearsing success. Here, I am 
going to talk about goal sheets. For me, a goal sheet is not just one piece of 
paper that has 200 free, 1:46 flat, 200 fly, 1:56, 400 IM, 4:22.3. It’s not that, it’s 
a piece of paper for each race, where they have broken the race down into 
segments. This first one’s a 200 so each segment is 50.

For each segment, they have got a time split, a technique focus, an 
intensity focus and mood words or cues. This is from one of my 
swimmers who was pretty amazing when I coached her in club and is now 
an outstanding young lady and really fast. This was before the YMCA 
Nationals. This first one is the 200 butterfly and you can see technique focus: 
relax the stroke, long, powerful, head down, build the first 50, don’t overdo 
it. Mood words: long, powerful, relaxed, focus, control; basically just calm 
down.

You do not want the first 50 to cost you the race. Segment two: second 50. 
28 mid, keep the head under control. Control the breathing. Really drive 
forward, smooth, efficient. Keep the rhythm, keep the speed, feel the stroke. 
Again, picking it up a little bit, but still keeping everything under control. 
Third 50: 29 mid, control the head, explode to the back, get on the legs and 
four beat kick each stroke. Really, really focus on the kick to help. Crucial 
part of the race, keep the speed going. Really pick up this 50’s speed, speed, 
speed.

Last 50: 29 flat. Keep stroke perfect, control head breathing, and control the 
four beat kick. Go for it! Sprint the last 25; it needs to be everything you 
have. Kick, go everything powerful. Strength, that’s pretty good. There’s a 
lot of stuff in there. The next one is a 400 IM, and here obviously you are 
going to see a lot more particular tech points for each stroke. I wish there 
was a way to get the entire thing in one, but if anyone wants to take pictures 
of, do it half and half. There’s the first half.
I think that’s the first 200 and then here’s the second 200. She didn’t quite 
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make those goals, but she was pretty close. Anyway, that’s a goal sheet and 
there’s a lot of information on there. I like the kids to use these goal sheets 
essentially as scripts when they visualize their races. We will have kids 
visualize races before each meet and then pretty much every day the 
last few weeks of the season going into championship meets. We will 
use these goal sheets as the main raw materials or resource when they 
are doing their visualizations.

It’s also interesting that the same race is going to look and sound a little 
bit different as they go through a season and as they get faster, and their 
particular problems or challenges change. Usually it gets a little bit more 
detailed like these were as they get into the championship season. I think 
it’s also really important, especially heading into championship meets that 
you try and head a lot of problems off at the pass. When you are doing 
visualizations or when you are just thinking through a meet, what are the 
things that could go wrong?

What am I going to do if the air quality is terrible? What am I going to do if 
the warm-up pool is crazy crowded and I don’t get the kind of warm up I 
want? How am I going to handle that? What am I going to do if my goggles 
break? What am I going to do if my cap breaks? There are a lot of things 
that can go wrong and a lot of things that have and do go wrong. So to a 
large extent, you have in your head already a list of things that could ruffle 
you. One of the things I should have mentioned a second ago is what if the 
person in the heat right before you breaks the record in prelims?

We have had that happen several times at Y Nationals, where we have had 
a girl who was the top seed, which meant last heat, middle of the pool and 
the heat right before somebody breaks their record. What is that going to 
do to your head? Are you going to be able to stay in your own lane and go 
out and swim your race? Or are you going to let yourself get rattled? There 
are a lot of different things that can happen that have rattled people and 
they need to be honest about it and think, ‘Okay, these are the things that 
really bothered me in the past. If they happen now, how am I going to deal 
with that?’

It is really important to get kids mentally prepared and in some cases, 
physically prepared with extra goggles, extra cap, et cetera with them to 
the blocks, but just being prepared for the things that could happen. Way 
too many kids expect that when they get to the championship meet, 
everything’s going to be perfect. ‘If only I get to Nationals, then 
everything’s going to be perfect. When I make it to Trials, everything’s going 
to be perfect.`` Well, it never is, and usually it’s more screwed up the higher 
you get. Having kids be in a habit of learning how to deal with these little 
weird things that happen is really important because if you get taken off 
your game, there goes the season. Prepare for it.

We went through some goals sheets. Next, I want to talk about meet 
management. The challenge here is that although it doesn’t always seem 
like it to us as coaches on the deck, it is really hard to get up and race your 
best over and over and over several days in a row. That is really hard to be 
better than you’ve ever been before every time. When I was at the Y, one 
day I came into practice and put a big 18 and a circle around it on the 
whiteboard and I just left it there for a couple of days.

The first day, no one really mentioned it. Second day, it was like, ‘What is 
the 18 up there for? That doesn’t make any sense.’ Third day, everyone was 
bugging me, “What does 18 mean?” I said, ‘Well, assuming you make it back 
every single time and assuming you are on the relays, over a four a half day 
meet- the YMCA Nationals in this case- you need to be ready to go a best 
time, 18 times. It is how many races you are going to have. That means you 
need to prepare yourself to be good 18 times over the course of four and a 
half days. That’s really hard.

Sessions are long, they are crowded. The warm up pool is crowded. The air 
quality can be terrible. If you are in Arizona, it’s 115 degrees on the pool 
deck, but it’s a dry heat so it doesn’t matter. It can be raining for four days 
if you are at Far Westerns in the spring. You never know what’s going to 
happen, but you still want to be able and should be expecting yourself to 
swim well every single time. Also, are you remembering to eat and drink? 
Are you warming up and down appropriately?

Are you talking to your coach before and after so you get some 
feedback and you get some positive words beforehand? How are you paying 
attention to what you are swimming so you know that you have the 200 fly 
in 37 minutes, and that you have got the 200 back 12 minutes after that? 
How are you going to deal with that? There’s a lot that kids need to be able 
to do and conditions that they need to be able to tolerate in order to swim 
well at a big meet. Oh yeah, it’s a big meet, pressure. Have to swim to some 
fast or you don’t make it back. Teammates are counting on you.

If I don’t swim really well, I won’t get a college scholarship and I will be a 
loser. There are a lot of things going on in kids’ heads and we’ve, we need 
to be able to take as much of that out of it as possible so that they can 
really focus on the racing. So I call this meet management. The aim is to 
create consistently good performances by practicing and making a habitual 
routine for what they do at a swim meet. And I want to read this word for 
word. So I wrote this a number of years ago and strangely because I tweak 
a lot, I still like it all.

So simply: meet management is planning ahead, creating a mental and 
physical routine for consistent peak performance that is practiced at every 
meet before and after every swim, making every decision during a meet 
based on what is going to help you race your best. Maximizing the recovery 
after each race so as to prepare optimally for the next one. It means making 
good choices about how to act at a meet. When you practice this and you 
get pretty good at it, suddenly you’re doing all of these things without the 
anxiety that’s usually produced.

I am sure you all have it where kids will come up to you, when do I get in? 
When do I warm up? What should I do for warm up? When they should have 
gotten in 15 minutes ago because they’re supposed to race in four minutes 
and it’s a little late now and they’re all in a frazzle. It’s like I want them to 
know how to do this so that they’re calm as cucumbers the whole time and 
they can just get down to focusing on swimming really fast. Also, as they get 
more consistent in their racing, coaches can actually interpret the results of 
a meet.

I am really frustrated and confused when I see huge roller coaster swings 
because I don’t know how to interpret that. Other than that, We will here 
they really cared, here they didn’t, this one didn’t warm up at all, whatever. 
But I want to know the results of my training program so I know what to 
tweak for the next one. And if performances are all over the place, you never 
have any idea of how to interpret what you see because there are no real 
patterns. But when people are more consistent, then you can see, we’re not 
coming home strong enough or whatever.

So they create patterns, which then means we can interpret results and tweak 
our programs. And with the different things I am about to say we use the early 
season meets as rehearsals so that by the time kids get to the championship 
meet, they know how to do this stuff and they don’t need to ask me anything. 
Seconds, we have our older kids help our younger kids. So when a 10 year 
old comes up to me and says, “When do I warm up?” I’ll say, “Emily over here, 
please help Zachary figure out when to warm up.” So they’ll take a heat sheet 
and they’ll work on it. Work backwards from your event.
And okay, you want to get in and heat seven of the girls 50 backstroke, easy 
so I don’t have to spend my time at a meet answering all these questions. 
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The older kids are teaching the younger ones how to do it. That also helps 
build some nice strong bonds between the older and the younger kids. We 
will also take a practice, sometimes an entire practice and treat it as if it’s a 
session at a meet. We will do a meet warm up. Then We will do a little set, 
which will essentially be a broken race and then We will warm down as if we 
just swam that race. 

Then I’ll tell them, okay, the next race we’re going to do is a 200 
backstroke, so warm up and then We will do a little rehearsal, swim, broken 
set, whatever, of the 200 backstroke, and then We will warm down. 
We will just do that for an entire practice so that they get practice warming 
down, warming up, and knowing the difference between a 200 breaststroke 
pre-race warm up and a 400 IM pre-race warm up. All of those questions 
that you usually get at meets? We try to take care of those beforehand in our 
preparation so that when we get to a meet, we do not have to worry about 
it. We know what to do. We can focus on being fast.

The process and the parts of meet management: I will run through them 
pretty quick. Book-ends: you do not self taper by skipping practice the day 
before a meet. I take the meet into consideration, and consider the calm 
before the storm. Extra sleep and adequate fueling going into the meet are 
a must. Before a meet, take the heat sheet and the timeline in hand and 
think about the big picture of your session. This is really important. I want 
them to know exactly what they are swimming and how much time they 
have in between events.

It happens all the time that somebody will be taken by surprise. Like, ‘Oh my 
God, I only have 10 minutes between these two swims, what do I do? What 
do I do?’ Well, if you had known that you only had 10 minutes before the 
session even started because you looked at the timeline and you looked at 
the heat sheet, then you would have been able to think about all this ahead 
of time, and you would know exactly what to do. You would know what the 
challenge was ahead of you. You could wrap your head around the reality of 
the situation and you would be much more likely to go in there and swim 
twice really well as opposed to the usual.

The first one might be good, but the second one, no chance in hell because 
they weren’t ready for it at all. They need to learn how to use a heat sheet. 
That heat sheet needs to be their best friend. They need to know what they 
are doing and need to know how much time in between. They need to think 
through everything, plan out what they are going to do, when they’re going 
to eat, when they’re going to drink, how much time they have, when they’re 
getting in for warm-up, and all that fun stuff. Again, this is where it sounds 
like Michael is an authoritarian.

Well to some extent I might be, but it varies a little bit from one swimmer to 
another. I will talk about that in a second. But it helps to have a plan, and a 
10 year old isn’t coming up with a good plan. I have seen just about every 
mistake that’s out there. I know how to head most of them off. By coming up 
with a good routine, the problems don’t even happen because kids know 
what they are doing. Before each race, I like kids to have a pre-race ritual. 
They don’t have to slap their hands like Michael Phelps, but they need to 
do something and it’s got to be a pre-race ritual that helps them go faster.

A coke and a bag of skittles may be a good pre-race ritual, but it’s not 
going to help you. We want something that’s going to be beneficial. We 
want them talking to me or one of our other coaches before every single 
race, and I want them warming up well. Now there’s a whole routine on how 
we warm up and what we do, I won’t go into that. After races, I want them 
talking to a coach again because feedback helps. We have what’s called a 
two minute drill, is that they have two minutes from the time they are done 
and they get out of the pool, to being in the pool warming down.

The first thing they do is not text mom. It’s come talk to me. I will very 
quickly debrief them and then I’ll send them to the warm-up pool. I think 
that the faster they can get into the warm-up pool, the more beneficial that 
warm down is going to be. I like them quick and they don’t stop and talk 
to all of their friends. They don’t count for seven heats of five hundreds; 
they go straight to me. They go straight to the warm down pool and they 
worry about all the other stuff after that. Between races obviously relax and 
recover, but then you want to cheer for your teammates also. That’s 
important. It is a team sport.

Somehow or another, you come up with that balance of staying off your 
feet and yet still being a really good teammate. Part of that probably 
depends on when you are swimming next or if you’re done. But also, they 
need to figure out when to eat and drink and how to do that appropriately, 
what they’re going to eat, how much, and when they are going to do it. We 
do have some special considerations. Those are basically for every single 
meet, but certain times you get thrown curve balls. For instance, prelims 
and finals meets, they are really hard.

Especially if you’ve been to those meets where the prelims doesn’t end until 
a half hour before the warm-up start for finals or some something awful 
like that. Unfortunately, they are becoming more common I think, than less. 
Despite this four hour rule, that’s really hard to do. The kids need to realize 
that stresses are cumulative. So if you think it’s bad the first day, just wait. 
If you have been a dummy for four days, your last day you’re going to be 
running on fumes.

So even though they may feel really good during the first session of a long 
meet, I am still adamant that they need to make really good decisions 
from the very beginning because if they don’t, by the third day or by the 
fourth day, they’re done. I had a boy in Phoenix, and I didn’t know this until 
afterwards, but essentially for four days of the age group state meet, he 
didn’t drink because he thought it would weigh him down and he wouldn’t 
swim very fast. Well, he didn’t swim very fast after the first day, but it wasn’t 
because of too much water.

You have got to monitor them and you have got to teach these kids how to 
deal with a lot of stress spread out over a long time. I mentioned no warm 
down pool. Ideally there would be a wonderful warm down pool with no 
one in it, but that isn’t going to happen. A really crowded pool, what do you 
do? No warm up pool at all? What do you do? We get kids thinking about 
this stuff and practicing this stuff a lot. When we go to an early season meet 
where there’s no warm-up pool, I am very adamant that we are going to still 
warm down and warm up to get ready for these races.

Just because there’s no warm up pool doesn’t mean that this is a throwaway 
meet and you don’t have to expect yourself to swim fast. You need to learn 
how to deal with it because you are going to be at a big meet where it’s less 
than stellar and learn how to deal with it. If you learn to deal with it in small 
situations, when you get to a big one, the situation is normal. More stress or 
worse conditions, championship meets or weather or bad air or whatever, 
meet management becomes more important. The more stressful, the worse 
the conditions.

So again, teaching them first how to make good decisions and then second, 
making sure that they make good decisions. It’s like ethics. It’s one thing to 
know that something is virtuous; it’s very different to actually be virtuous. 
We want them to be virtuous here. I have found that the smart kids, they 
stay strong from the start to the finish of a really long hard meet and the 
dumb kids melt. Some teams will just take over the last day of the meet.

I love it when I walk into the last day morning on Sunday. It is the best 
time for these kids who’ve never ever made a final before to make finals in 
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multiple events, because you walk around the deck and all you hear is, ‘Oh 
my God, I am so tired. There’s no way I am going to swim fast today.’ And 
they don’t. Not because it isn’t in them to, but because they have already 
decided that they are not going to do it. I get kids to love bad weather, to 
love bad air, to love hard meets and to teach them that they are the Navy 
S.E.A.L.s and they can handle anything.

The worse it is, the more they like it or, at the moment, the more I like it and I 
am trying to teach them that the more they like it. Next is team travel meets 
and I love team travel meets. They are a lot harder for me than family travel 
meets, where all I do is show up at the pool. But the team travel meets 
are massively educational. Kids get thrown out of their comfort zones; 
they have got to deal with stresses they don’t usually deal with. They don’t 
have their parents there making all of the decisions for them. They cannot 
control their environment. They are having to stay with teammates that 
they don’t really like. They have to eat the food that everybody else does.

They are really hard and that’s great because you get kids to realize 
that they can handle basically anything and they can excel pretty much 
anytime. I teach kids that they should have one question in their head all 
the time, ‘What’s going to make me swim better?’ That’s what they use to 
make all the decisions. Do I have 19 pieces of bacon because it’s there? No. 
Okay, well the only thing they had at the snack bar was orange flavored 
Fanta or whatever. No. Make good decisions, that’s what leads to fast swim-
ming.

In a few session particulars and I have kind of touched on these before, 
but if you have a really tough double or a triple, you have to figure it out 
beforehand what you are going to do at each step. I mentioned that I want 
kids talking to me between, or before races and after races. But if someone 
has 15 minutes from race one to race two, they are going to walk right by 
me, go right to the warm down pool, swim and then go right back up. We 
have talked about this before. I won’t take it personally, just walk right on 
by me. I will give you a thumbs up or whatever, but you have a job to do; go 
get ready for your next one.

And again, if kids are prepared and if they’ve thought through things so 
that they know what’s in front of them and they know the challenge, they 
are much more likely to be able to meet that challenge and be successful 
continuously or consecutively; as opposed to having one great one, one 
okay, and then terrible. Individually, some kids need a lot more warm up 
than others. Some kids think they need zero. No, but some kids do need 
more. Breaststroke, you need to get ready for that in a different way. I think 
backstroke, as well. Distance races. Certain races you need to prepare a 
little differently.

Also, if it’s been two hours since your last race, you are going to warm up 
differently from when it’s been 20 minutes. There are individual tweaks, so 
that it is not simply a one size fits all and I am not trying to control your 
entire world. The next section is called ‘Rules for Racing,’ and it’s about es-
tablishing expectations. Attitudes matter, expectations matter. If someone 
gets in there, gets up on the block with very low expectations for their 
performance, they will be slow. I am trying to teach kids that they decide 
before the race even starts, how they are going to do.

I think that coaches can instill and we can help athletes build the right 
attitudes or expectations, but we have to do that every day in practice. I 
teach these rules, I expect them to be followed. I try to prepare kids men-
tally and physically so that they can meet these expectations because in 
the end, they want to swim fast. Sometimes it doesn’t seem like it, but they 
want to swim fast and sometimes the only person who’s really thinking 
long term is me. I need to help steer them in the right directions. I will just 
go through these really fast. This is another list.

The rules are: first, you go to a meet to swim fast and to be a player, not 
for the t-shirt. If we are going, we are going there to swim fast. This sounds 
totally obvious, but you look at just about any swimmer who qualifies for 
a championship meet the last week at the last chance meet, and you will 
see somebody who was just happy to be there, almost nobody in that situ-
ation. Then they step up a few days later or a week later, and then goes fast 
again. What I want is for kids to have the proper focus expectation going 
into the meet; we are going there to be good. Whether you are seeded first 
or seeded 170th.

Two: you race your guts out with consistent effort and quality of perfor-
mance. That’s whether it’s your favorite event or your worst event. The one 
where you’re seeded best or seeded, worst doesn’t matter. Morning swim, 
evening swim. I want to see you put it out there every single time. Third: in 
any close race, get your hand on the wall first. Finish the job. I like to tell kids 
that losing touch outs in unacceptable. A lot of kids practice it by floating 
into walls in practice. But losing touch outs is like playing Russian roulette. 
You will get away with it for a little bit, but it will cost you big eventually.

You will fail to make it into the finals. You will miss the podium; you will 
miss the team that you really wanted to make. You just need to get into a 
habit of winning. You do that in practice every time. You never glide into 
walls; you always kick through the wall. That kind of stuff can be practiced. 
You do not have to wait once a month to go to a meet and where you are 
going to swim five or six or eight races or whatever. Kids finish repeats 50, 
60, 100 times at practice. And if they are going slow into the finish every 
time, I know it’s going to happen at a meet and I’ll ask kids, ‘Why are you 
practicing losing?’

Get your hand on the wall. Four: swim fast in the morning and move up 
a spot. A lot of local heroes can get away with swimming really slow in 
the morning and they are still going to make it back. But when they go 
to Nationals, if they swim slow in the morning? No way. I think it is really 
important to teach kids to use the local meets, use the early season meets 
as rehearsals for the championships and rehearsals for nationals. Even 
though you don’t have to go a best time just to make it back, do it anyway. 
You are going to want to swim fast at Nationals and you are going to have 
to swim the best time in the morning to make it back.

If you have gotten yourself into a habit of being really slow and sloppy 
in the morning because you can, it’s really hard to break out of that 
habit when you get to a really big meet where there’s a lot of anxiety and 
pressure. So even if they don’t have to and even if they think it’s foolish, 
I think it’s important that you swim fast in the morning, even if you don’t 
need to. Then obviously you swim faster at night because six of the eight 
kids in any final will swim faster, and it’s amazing how often that number 
is right.

Six of eight. Two people will not, but the other six will. If you want to be 
on the podium and you want to be top three, you need to be one of those 
six. When you have done well in the morning, that’s half the job, but we 
still have the other half. You do not want to win the semifinals or the NFC 
Conference or whatever and then lose the Super Bowl. Learn from mistakes 
and fix them. Learn from other people’s mistakes and avoid them. In order 
to do this, kids have to be pretty good at taking criticism.

They have got to be willing to talk about what was good and what was bad 
about a race and realize that just because I tell you that you didn’t kick the 
last 50, it doesn’t mean you’re a bad person. It just means we have a little 
bit of work to do if we want to go faster next time. One of the nice things 
about mistakes is that there are obvious places to go faster. If someone 
swam a perfect race, it’s hard to know what to do with that. If someone has 
made three or four or five or six or 27 mistakes in a race, well, there are a lot 
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of ways we can go faster and get better for next time, but they have to be 
willing to accept that.

I will talk to the kids about, ‘This is about your race; it’s not about you.’ Most 
kids after a while they get used to this. But that doesn’t mean that you are 
mean just because you told somebody that, we can’t go no breath the first 
50 of our 400. We just need to be a little smarter. I have had some kids who 
have made the same mistakes year after year after year after year. The same 
things that got in their way when they were 12 are still getting in their way 
at 17. I like mistakes. I like the right mistakes because it means kids are tak-
ing risks, they are putting themselves out there.

But, if we are going to make mistakes, I want to see better, smarter, more so-
phisticated mistakes, not the same ones over and over and over. If we want 
to get to step 1000, we cannot keep making the step one, two and three 
mistakes. We have got to move it up a little bit. I think using meets as educa-
tional opportunities is good. Now, for instance, kids who don’t make it back, 
I want them going to Finals because those kids beat you. They did things 
well that you didn’t. We need to take a look, watch them, and see what you 
need to do so that next time you are on the blocks. Use the fact that you 
are getting to watch swimmers who currently are a little bit faster than you.

The last couple, cherish being on relays. Swim even faster on relays than in 
individuals. If we’re going to do relays, we are going to be good at them. If 
kids are not going to take them seriously, we are not going to bother. Next 
is: be self reliant, and it should be pretty obvious by now that I want kids 
able to think for themselves. I want them to be able to think through what 
they need to do. Practice that so that they are on their own because I am not 
going to be able to get up on the blocks with them.

Their mom’s not going to be able to get up on the blocks with them. They 

are going to need to deal with all those demons in their head. They are go-
ing to have to deal with all those decisions on their own. I try to make kids as 
independent and self-reliant as possible so that it’s almost like a windup toy. 
We do all the preparation and practice and in the little meets so that when 
we get to the championship meet, just wind it up and there they go. Last: 
love to race. Love the challenge. We used to have this big poster at North 
Baltimore. Ordeal or adventure? It was perfect.

Do you see practice and do you see races as ordeals as torture? Do you see 
them as adventure, as opportunities, as discovery? It is that simple. If you 
can get kids thinking about meets as challenges, as wonderful opportuni-
ties to see what they can do, then they are going to swim fast. One analogy 
I like to use with them is when you are eight years old and you are at the 
summer league pool or that the summer pool and you are messing around 
with your friends and one of them says, ‘Okay, race you to the ladder! Last 
one there’s a rotten egg!’ Boom.

When you win, you make fun of your friend and when he wins, he makes fun 
of you and then you challenge him again and you race again. They are not 
worried, they are not anxious, they are not afraid. They are just racing and 
having a great time. Wouldn’t it be amazing if we could get our kids to think 
with that freshness of spirit when they go to a meet? Because if we can do 
that, they’re going to be really good. They are going to be in a good mood 
the whole time. They are going to put you in a good mood.

They are just racing. Getting them to enjoy racing is key. Thank you very 
much. n
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“

James “Doc” Counsilman 
Historic Coaching figure, USA. 

Coach the person in 
front of you. 
Every one of them is 
different. 
Treat them that way.
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PLAYING FOR 
KEEPS

The professionalization of youth sports has changed the 
rules of the game, but kids still want to have fun.

It was a brutal game, one of those disheartening
affairs when one team is clearly outgunned 
and overmatched. The other team’s pitcher was 
throwing bullets. Their batters were ripping 
shots to all fields - whenever they could find a 
pitch to hit among all the errant offerings
that begat a procession of runners advancing 
one walk at a time. Any chance at redemp-
tion - to actually get an out - was most often 
squandered by ineptitude. Fielders were simply 
drained of spirit by miscues, boredom and an 
oppressive, blood-sapping sun.
 
 But this was tournament play, all-star base-
ball, and there would be another game later that 
hot July day. Meet back in 90 minutes, an hour 
before game time. At which point I was asked
to round up a half-dozen or more missing 
players.
 
 I spied them on a distant field on the far edge 
of the vast athletic complex - one of those grand 
suburban facilities with multiple diamonds and 
an ocean of green-grass soccer fields with
armies of brightly jerseyed children racing, 
chasing and kicking.
 

When I neared the stray ballplayers, I felt like 
an anthropologist who had stumbled upon 
an undiscovered tribe or a biologist who has 
spotted a species thought extinct. Here is what 
I saw. A happy-go-lucky band of 11-year-olds 
playing a pickup baseball game. Having fun. 
Capless, shirttails out. Left to the game’s 
essential purity: Hit the ball far away and race 
around the bases - unless someone tags you out 
before you get back home. An elaborate game 
of chase, with the same ground rules I knew as 
a kid to keep it loosely competitive when you 
have only four or five guys to a side. Things like 
ghost runners, and balls hit to the right side 
counting as And no walks; just put it in play.
 
 In play. With no adult in sight.
 
 My memory of this island of carefree fun in a 
sea of hyperorganized, keenly competitive 
athletic events has persisted. The contrast 
unsettled me. These boys seemed to have 
forgotten they had just been embarrass-
ingly clobbered in a real game. They seemed 
oblivious to the surrounding pageant of athletic 
prowess and the serious business of kids’ sports. 
“Come on, you guys,” I wanted to say. “Stop 
fooling around. You’ve got a game to play.”

 But as I stood there in my coach’s shirt, wor-
ried how this childish dereliction may look to
those striving for professional competencies,
the boys caught a basestealer in a rundown, 
chased him down, put the tag on and collapsed
onto the ground in laughter. It made
me smile, too. They were acting their age, being 
kids - and not striving to perform like mini-
adults in a grown-up-constructed world.
 The scene evoked dreamy childhood 
memories of playing sandlot ball all day long 
throughout the best summers of my life. We’d 
break only for lunch, then hustle home for 
dinner before maybe pulling on a uniform 
and playing church-league games at night. Or 
reconvene after practice and play until dark. 
And not just baseball. The sport of the season. 
We had school teams, sure, but plenty of pickup 
football games. winter hours shooting hoops 
with friends. on driveways. under streetlamps, 
at the Y. Kids at play.

It is a common lament among parents these 
days that kids do not just go out and play, do 
not gather for playground pickup games, do not 
do sports without adult overseers. Unstructured
play has been supplanted by video games, 
cellphone inertia and the rigid regimentation 
of organized leagues, club sports, travel teams, 
sports camps and bureaucratic associations
- enough choreographed participation that 
families need spreadsheets to map out their 
days and weeks.

 The massive scheme has also inverted
parent-child relationships as moms and dads
now spend much of their time getting their
kids onto the right travel team, chauffeuring
them to practice, carting them to tournaments, 
grabbing fast food between softball and soccer, 
sacrificing weekend leisure, standing around
during rain delays or in that empty, obligatory 
hour between arrival time and game time. Or 
during winter workouts for summer sports. 
Or at hockey tryouts (in the belief that tryouts 
matter). Or purchasing equipment, washing
uniforms, locating ballfields in distant towns, 
reserving motel rooms, monitoring the dis-
patches coming through smartphone apps that 
tell you where to be and when - along with live-
action updates and postgame summaries.
It is not just time spent shepherding
children through this regimen of workouts
and games, commitments and demands. There 
are the financial costs of registration and equip-
ment, tournament fees and travel expenses, 
memberships to year-round facilities, private
coaching, numerous fundraisers, and sundry 
incidentals like admission charges, granola bars 
and power drinks. A high school travel team 
can cost a family as much as $3,000 per season. 
The average American family with children
ages 8 to l8 who play organized sports will 
spend more than $7,000 annually on lacrosse 
or hockey, $4,000 on baseball or softball, and 
$1,500 on soccer.

 The demands, costs and promises that 
accompany the professionalization of youth 
sports have not just turned family life upside 
down. It is a tidal wave of national proportions, 
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an inescapable societal sea change and a $17.5 
billion enterprise - the NFL, by comparison,
is a $15 billion industry. The business of 2010, 
and market experts predict the
movement is in its early stages, the outlook
for future earnings rich. “This is a
nascent market,” reports a WinterGreen
Research study of youth-league sports
released last fall. “There is no end to
growth in sight. Markets are expected to
reach $57.8 billion by 2024.”
Many communities have invested
substantial resources into creating
sprawling sports venues as economic
drivers. Other business ventures, from
equipment manufacturers to software
companies to producers of instructional
videos, see kids’ sports as open land
to exploit for profit. “The professional

teams,” WinterGreen explains, “have begun
to recognize that they need to invest in team 
development programs targeting children 
starting at age 3. This is when you can get the 
attention of the child and build skills incremen-
tally that are providing a steady stream of youth 
available later for the professional teams.”

 I have traveled deeper into the youth sports
universe since that day several years ago when 
I corralled those kids playing without adult 
supervision, coaches, umpires, bleachers full of
watchful family; without trophies, champion-
ships or promises of advancing to sectionals 
or state. Or to nationals, to college or Major 
League Baseball. I, too, have roused kids at 
5 a.m. for tournament road games; spent six 
hours of a Sunday (happily) watching volleyball;
hung out at an indoor practice facility in
the cold, dark nights of winter while adolescent
boys and 8-year-old girls honed their baseball 
and softball skills.
 Like most parents, I have internalized the 
highs and lows of athletic daughter succeed and 
fail. I have ambivalently mourned a loss while 
secretly relieved that elimination from a tourna-
ment meant not having to drive back the
next morning. And I have talked at length
about finding the right mix of fun and
competition as kids outgrow rec leagues
and confront the pressures and politics
of travel ball. I have encountered the predica-
ment that if your children want to pursue a 
sport beyond age 12, then you have little choice 
but to sign up for this highly competitive, 
year-round, expensive, adult-driven approach. 
Otherwise, they will get left behind, sit on the 

bench, not make the team and stop playing the
game they love.

 Six in 10 children ages 6 to 12 participate
in team sports in the United States. Seventy 
percent of these children will stop playing by 
age 13. Those who continue will face further 
challenges posed by a system that discourages 
kid stuff. A growing literature is addressing the 
rise in sports injuries and the psychology of
anxiety, stress, mental exhaustion and burnout.

I am a devout believer in the value 
of sports. The rewards of exercise and
physical activity are abundant and clear,
and participation can lead to a lifetime of
healthy habits. Sports is linked to longer
life expectancies and better grades in school. 
But I am a proponent of sports for more reasons 

than that. Organized sports is life in micro-
cosm, a laboratory to learn about yourself and 
how to make your way in the world.

 You learn that practice and persistence
pay off. You learn to try again. With
guidance, you learn how to handle adversity,
what to do with failure. You learn to be respon-
sible - to get there on time, to do your job, to 
show up when you’d rather not, to remember 
your knee pads and not leave your water bottle 
behind. You learn to manage emotions, that the
mental and physical work as one. You learn how 
to deal with people - teammates and coaches. 
You learn how to get along with them, even 
when it’s not easy, when things aren’t right or 
fair. You learn the hard lessons that a team 
sometimes needs sacrifice, sometimes needs 
you to step up and everyone to pull together 
you’ll learn how much sweeter a collective
triumph feels than your own personal
achievements.

 Of course, having good adults around
can help kids learn these things. But sports 
helps with that, too. It can provide a shared 
currency between parent and child. As weary-
ing and time-consuming as travel teams can 
be, they get you in a car together for long rides. 
I relish that time. One thing I repeat on these 
drives is that playing sports is more about 
learning how to live than about scoring or 
striking out. But, I add, any game is more fun 
when you’re good at it, and that’s the point of
practice - to play well enough to enjoy the 
game, against other kids like you, who
aren’t the enemy.

 Everything can be a lesson, if you take
the time to think about it, talk about it.
“What did you learn today?” I always ask.
Maybe not to stand and watch. There’s a base 
to cover, a teammate who needs a lift. And 
yeah, that called third strike; gotta protect the 
plate. Umpires make mistakes, too; you learn to 
move on, put it behind you, be ready next time. 
Postgame replays read as allegory. Sport as an 
instruction manual in real-life parables.

 The toughest part is knowing how hard to 
push. How much practice, how many more 
shots, how many more swings in the batting 
cage? How do you settle into the game, against 
other kids like you, who aren’t the enemy.

 Everything can be a lesson, if you take
the time to think about it, talk about it.
“What did you learn today?” I always ask.
Maybe not to stand and watch. There’s a base 
to cover, a teammate who needs a lift. And 
yeah, that called third strike; gotta protect the 
plate. Umpires make mistakes, too; you learn to 
move on, put it behind you, be ready next time. 
Postgame replays read as allegory. Sport as an 
instruction manual in real-life parables.

 The toughest part is knowing how hard to 
push. How much practice, how many more 
shots, how many more swings in the batting 
cage? How do you settle into that sweet spot 
amid fun and work and way too much? Where’s 
the line between helpful dad and overbear-
ing father - the guy whose ego rides on the 
performances of his children? How do you 
know if they love the game or strive to make 
you happy? To meet expectations. Or chase 
their own dream. And at what price? Like the 
two 10-year-olds who are driven two hours to 
Indianapolis twice a week to practice with an 
elite travel team that is flying to a tournament in 
California next weekend. 

 Most of the parents I know grapple with 
these things. They see what’s happening. They 
know that youth sports today are no longer like 
recess in the schoolyard or playtime when the 
grown-up world existed far away. They have 
some misgivings about a system that carries 
them sooner into pro-inspired practices and 
processes, into the Darwinian competitions 
established to reward winning and to segregate 
the achievers from the average, that dangle 
athletic scholarships as a solution to exorbitant 
college costs.

 Most parents try to keep it all in perspective.
They put up with the inconveniences, are 
grateful for good coaches, and hope their kids 
find the right team with the right approach 
to experiencing the joy of play, the pride of 
achievement and the loyalty of teammates 
without suffering from harmful stresses and 
pressures. Because everyone eventually finds
a league they can’t play in, and it’s what you take 
with you when the games are over that really 

One thing I repeat on these drives is that
playing sports is more about learning how to 
live than about scoring or striking out. But I 
add, any game is more fun when you’re good at 
it, and that’s the point of practise.
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matters in the long run.

Clark Power JJt are talking about all these 
things one afternoon at the Duncan Student 
Center. We’ve known each other a long time, 
mostly because we played noontime basketball 
together for years, enjoying the rewards of 
playtime in the middle of a work day. Some 
years backPower saw things in his kids’ sporting
lives he didn’t like. Too much emphasis on 
winning. Which led to stacking teams. And 
altercations between coaches and parents, 
between coaches and umpires, between parents 
and referees. League policies about participa-
tion and playing time were ignored. Coaches 
were screaming at kids.

 Power is a professor in Notre Dame’s
Program of Liberal Studies with a concurrent
appointment in psychology. His field is 
character development, how kids acquire a 
sense of right and wrong - morality. So he saw, 
more clearly than most, dangers in the system. 
Because the singular goal was to win games, he 
says, many coaches were mostly playing their 
best kids. Others “overcoached in many ways,”
moving kids around “like chess pieces.” Kids 
do well, he says, through ‘’discovery learnrng,” 
when they “experrment with different
things.”

 They iearn by piaying; they want to have fun. 
Power points to maJor studies that show kids 
consistently saying that having fun is the most 
important reason to play sports - more than 
winning. Studies also show that, when asked if 
they’d prefer to sit on the bench for a good team
or play on a bad team, the clear majority
choose to play.

 The emphasis, he says, should be on
development more than on winning. And
the kids can do all right on their own. “We 
know kids can play all these games, or at least 
they can pick it up pretty quickly,” says Power. 
“By 7 or 8, they can play without any adult help 
at all.” In fact, he questions whether “there was 
much value added by having adults there.”

 “By the way,” Power notes, “the research that 
shows that play teaches you fairness and all 
that - that was only when the kids have control. 
It’s not play if you don’t control it. We call it 
nonplay. It has the structure of work, the same 
structure as school. It’s under the direction of 
an adult who controls all the conditions of
the game.”

 Yet this essential element of human nature 
- free play - is both so valuable and so endan-
gered these days that the American Academy 
of Pediatrics saw the need to advocate for the 
power and virtue of play in a 2018 clinical 
report. They advised doctors to write out a 
prescription for play - outlining what play looks 
like, how to play with a child, and warning
about the harm done to the child who

doesn’t have free play. It will affect the brain, 
will do harm psychologically.

 “One thing that would really help,” says 
Power, “is if the coaches understood a little bit 
about developmental psychology, and that these 
kids are children, and there are certain ways to 
motivate them without threatening them. It 
really doesn’t help anyone in any situation to 
scream at them. It’s got to be about those kids, 
and their fun, and their fun is not getting you to 
state. They want to play and they don’t want to 
play under your pressure.”

 So Power came up with an alternative game 
plan that he called Play Like a Champion 
Today. Launched in three cities in 2004, the 
youth-sports program is now in 152 cities in 42 
states. Over one million kids have participated. 
More than 63,000 coaches have completed
workshops required for them to lead those 
children in efforts designed to develop them 
athletically and personally. The title encompass-
es its twin goals. Play. Like a champion. 
The program has two fundamental, nonnego-
tiable conditions. Volunteers cannot coach if 
they haven’t received the proper training, and 
equal playing time is diligently enforced “at 
least through sixth grade,” he says. “After that,
it’s got to be 25 percent.”

 Learning to win is important, he says.
“Everybody understands that. But while
you’re supposed to win, it is not just to win, but 
also to play with certain qualities of character - 
that you should look after your teammates and 
be respectful.”

 He continues, “As a developmental
psychologist, I see that the one thing you
learn with a team sport - that I’m not sure you 
learn in the classroom - is that there is no ‘l’ 
in team. You understand the importance of 
not being selfish, for the good of the common 
goal. That’s your reality on a good team.” And 
research indicates, he says, that “by being on 
a team, you’re much more likely to agree with 
statements that we give when talking about so-
cial responsibility - about being your brother’s 
keeper, standing up to people, looking after the 
kid alone in the lunchroom. So in a broader 
context, kids who are playing youth sports are 
more likely to have an ethic of being a brother’s 
or sister’s keeper.” Play Like a Champion, he 
says, is “culture-building, it’s ethos-building.” 
And that, he says, “is a pretty good investment.”

 While spreading the gospel of play and 
personal development, warning against the em-
phasis on winning and the professionalization 
of athletic competition, Power has confronted 
another culprit in the system. He calls it the 
“pay to play” syndrome. Sports has become 
the exclusive domain of the affluent. Those 
kids play whose parents can al ford the rapidly 
mounting costs.
 

 As public schools eliminate sports because 
of budget cuts, community recreation centers 
struggle financially, after-school programs lose 
funding and kids so rarely initiate their own 
pickup games, those from lower-income fami-
lies get shut out - especially in neighborhoods 
where parks and playgrounds are danger zones. 
That means they’re shut out, too, from the 
physical and psychological and developmental 
benefits of play, of sports, of teamwork, of
coaches and community leaders who care. 
And this, more than anything, ignites Power’s 
passion - the injustice of opportunity based on 
income.

 “The system is totally rigged against poor 
people,” he says. “The way we’re funding these 
sports today, if you’re in the bottom half 
economically, you’re going to struggle, and if 
you’re in the bottom 20 percent, you’re pretty 
much out of the game. So that’s where we go, 
that’s our priority right now.”

 Power points to North Lawndale, a “poor, 
violent, exploited” neighborhood in Chicago. 
Three years ago community leaders there asked 
him to help. The streets were ruled by drugs 
and crime. Kids were being shot, recruited 
into gangs, picked up as delinquents by youth 
services. Very high-risk kids, the kids who 
most needed the escape, freedom and fun that 
play provides. Play Like a Champion Today 
got involved; the North Lawndale Athletic and 
Recreation Association was established. Play 
Like a Champion’s principles and programs 
were implemented.

 The coaches there now, says Power, are 
“Mother Teresa-like people.” They talk about 
their work with kids as love and kinship. They 
become mentors - caring people who talk to 
kids about things, whose presence, counseling 
and example change lives. They learn how to 
deal with trauma, how to recognize it, what to 
do and not do.

 “lf you’re in North Lawndale,” says Power, 
“you’re experiencing trauma because your 
friend was shot or your brother’s in jail, and 
when this happens all these children . . . get 
traumatized. Your basic reaction is to either 
shut down - just shut down to become almost 
comatose - or just be angry. And you have to
maintain a very high alertness range, and
that brings stress.”

 Having “a play group where you’re there to 
have fun,” says Power, “becomes almost a kind 
of therapy.” He recalls our noontime games, our 
temporary deliverance from our work world. 
“That was my little taste of heaven for the day,” 
he says, “and when you do that for those kids,
you see it on their faces.” And that’s what we all 
should be playing for. n
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The swimming world lost a great teacher, innovator, and gentleman, 
when David Haswell Robertson passed away three weeks short of 
his 94th birthday in Northbrook, IL
 
Born December 5, 1925, in Evanston, IL, he was raised in Wil-
mette, IL. He later lived in Winnetka, Kenilworth, and Naperville, 
IL; Orlando and Winter Park, FL; Springfield, and Northbrook, IL. 
He spent many summers at his beloved Congregational Summer 
Assembly in Frankfort, MI, which his grandfather helped establish 
in 1905. He attended New Trier High School, the first high school 
in America to build a swimming pool. He was a state champion and 
All-American backstroker and rose to the position of Head Guard. 
Assigned to write his Junior Theme on “Occupations,” he forecast 
that his dream job would be as swim coach at New Trier. 
 
Immediately upon graduation in June 1944, he entered the Navy 
V-12 program to become an aviator. He attended Missouri Valley 
College and the University of Michigan in the V-12. The war ended 
before he earned his wings, but he loved (commercial) flying and 
travel ever after.
 
Upon discharge from the Navy, he entered Northwestern Univer-
sity, where he earned his bachelor and Master’s (in Kinesiology) de-
grees. His dream came true on March 15, 1946 when he was hired 
as assistant swim coach and PE teacher under his mentor, Coach 
Edgar B. Jackson. Dave became head coach and Director of Aquat-
ics in 1948, a position he held until 1976. He then coached at Wau-
bonsie Valley High School in Aurora, IL, from 1976-1986, when he 
retired. In the late 1940s, he developed a second dream job, Min-
nico Canoe Trips, guiding NT students on canoe trips through the 
Quetico Provincial Park, Ontario. He built on the camping skills he 
learned as an Eagle Scout in Wilmette’s Troop 2, and used the trips 
for some off-season body-building for his swimmers. 45 days in the 
woods each summer was the perfect antidote to the non-stop life on 
the North Shore.
 
Dave was one of the first swim coaches to develop interval training, 
now universal, borrowed from Roger Bannister, who ran the first 
sub-4-minute mile. He also pioneered “tapering,” or rest prior to 
a major competition. His teams reaped the benefits of his train-
ing techniques, skill at teaching stroke techniques, and motivation. 
Dave embraced Edgar B. Jackson’s motto of “What I am to be, I am 
now becoming,” as well as his willingness to surround himself with 

great assistant coaches and nurture them. At least a dozen of his 
swimmers and Guards made aquatics their career.
 Dave built the New Trier Swimming Organization into a national 
and state powerhouse, including 27 trophy finishes at the Illinois 
state meet (14 firsts, 12 seconds, and 1 third), swimmers earning 
158 individual and 47 relay High School All-America selections, 
and his teams setting 65 national high school records. The 1961 
team, the top high school team ever, placed third at the National 
AAU Championships, behind Yale and USC, and sent three mem-
bers to the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, two of whom earned gold medals.
 
The New Trier Guard, a service organization for students interested 
in swimming and leadership, was started in 1936 and continued to 
grow under Dave’s guidance.  He considered the development of 
the Guard’s learn-to-swim “station method” as his major contribu-
tion to the community and the world of aquatics. It became the 
model for the American Swimming Coaches Association’s “Swim 
America” and Kiwanis International’s “Every Child a Swimmer” 
programs.  It was said that “he taught New Trier Township” to swim.
 
Dave was active in professional and service organizations most of 
his life. He held leadership roles and received many awards (includ-
ing being inducted into 5 halls of fame) from the Boy Scouts, Red 
Cross, NCAA, Rotary International, the National Federation of 
State High Schools Swimming and Diving, US Swimming, Ameri-
can Swimming Coaches Association, Illinois High School Associa-
tion, National Interscholastic Swimming Coaches Association, Spe-
cial Olympics, and the International Swimming Hall of Fame. His 
greatest thrills included being an assistant coach at the 1964 Tokyo 
Olympics, President of the ISHOF, and manager of many US Swim-
ming teams in international competition.
 
He is survived by his son David H. Robertson, Jr. (Jeanine Wall); 
daughters Diane Robertson Tracy (Glen) and Jody Lynn Grube 
(Carl); grandchildren Brian Tracy and Marty, Molly, and Abigail 
Rosenbaum; cousins Sanford Robertson, Thomas Tucker, Albert 
B. Tucker, Anne Haswell Marinello; and his first wife, Barbara Hin-
ners Robertson. He was predeceased by his parents (Paul K. and 
Rachel Haswell Robertson), brother (Paul D. “Pete” Robertson), sec-
ond wife (Doris Drew Robertson) and third wife (Rozanne “Posy” 
Overaker Robertson).  Cremation was accorded by the National 
Cremation Society.

David H. Robertson
12-5-1925  -  11-18-2019





First, if you are already certified at Levels 3-4-5 via 
your Athlete Achievement, Education and Experience, 
nothing changes. No need to do anything!

As of February 1st 2018, ASCA now recognizes Education as its own 

Category!

The three legs of the certification stool have always been EDUCATION, 

EXPERIENCE, and ACHIEVEMENT. *If you gain a Performance Level 3-4-5 

certification, you will receive the traditional ASCA blue and gold certificate. 

If you do not yet have an athlete at the required Achievement Level, you 

can still have access to Levels 3-4-5. They will be termed: 

“Level 3 Education – USA-Swimming” (or whichever level you earn in 

whatever category you primarily coach.) 

*If you gain Education Level 3-4-5 certification, you will 

receive the new ASCA red and gold certificate. 

So, no need to wait for an athlete achievement for access to our upper three Certification 
Levels. You can access them NOW through meeting the above requirements. This recognizes 
that you are highly educated coach and should be rewarded as such.

In this way, while you are still working on your athlete achievement levels, you can be recognized 
for your commitment to your profession through your education. Education is one of the tools 
on the way to being recognized as a Great Swimming Coach! (Think of it as the brain surgeon 
who hasn’t done any operations yet, but has completed the highest level of study required to 
begin doing so.)

Remember there is *NO change to the current 32 year system of Achievement-Based Levels 

3-4-5. This is an opportunity for many more coaches to be recognized.

*Important information to know.

Requirements for Level 5 
Education Category:

Completion of all Five Required 
Education Courses and 5 

Continuing Education Courses 
of the available list. 

Requirements for Level 4 
Education Category:

Completion of all Five Required 
Education Courses and 4 

Continuing Education Courses of 
the available list. 

Requirements for Level 3
Education Category:

Completion of all Five Required 
Education Courses and 3 

Continuing Education Courses 
of the available list.

swimmingcoach.org
(954) 563-4930 
(800) 356-2722

5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

AMERICAN SWIMMING 
COACHES ASSOCIATION

THE EdUCATION ROAd 
TO LEVELS 3, 4, & 5 





NEVER SAY
NEVER 

WhEN SuccESS doESN’t comE EARlY–

RElAx! SuccESS Will comE if You giVE 

EVERYthiNg You hAVE to thE AchiEVE-

mENt of YouR goAlS, ANd if You WoRk 

tiRElESSlY to bE All You cAN bE.

Everywhere i go, parents and coaches will tell me about some 
“superstar” swim kid. You know the kid i mean: the 9-year-old 
who won at the state meet by 10 meters and who everyone has 
identified as the nation’s next champion swimmer...or the 11-year-
old who won all strokes over all distances at the club champi-
onships, and who is destined for olympic success! i hear these 
stories all over the globe: stories about how talented and 
brilliant and amazing some young swimmer is and how it’s 
inevitable he or she will be the best in the world one day. And my 
reaction is the same every time i hear these stories: chances are 

that this young superstar, this mega-talent, this brilliant kid will not 
even be swimming a few years from now. 
but somewhere in the pool is a young swimmer who will be ex-
traordinary, who will achieve remarkable things and who will be 
the best of the best.
it’s probably some 10-year-old boy—a little small for his age— 
stuggling to keep up with the others, but who always seems to 
have  a smile on his face. or a tough, determined 12 year-old girl 
whonever seems to win anything, but who just loves swimming 
with her friends and training with her coach.

by Wayne Goldsmith
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the future world champion is unlikely to be the obvious young 
star who’s winning all the races: more likely, it’s one of those 
average kids who finds training and racing enjoyable, engaging and 
exciting.

THE REALITY OF SUCCESS
i’ve spoken with many world record holders, olympic medal win-
ners and high achievers in swimming and other sports. Each of  
them has a “sporting success story”: his or her own personal story 
about the journey from starting to stardom.
but of all the “sporting success stories” i’ve heard, this is Not one 
of them:
It was always easy for me. I was an amazing athlete right from the 
first time I jumped into a pool.
I won everything when I was 8 years of age. Then at 10, I was bril-
liant and broke ten state records. At 12, I had a great year and won 
every event in my age group at state championships. When I was 
14, I was the No. 1 swimmer in my age group at nationals. And it 
was the same when I was 15 and 16 and 17 and 18.
I never got sick or injured or had any problems. Nothing ever went 
wrong for me.
At 19, I made my first national team, won every race I’d ever raced, 
and NOW I AM THE OLYMPIC CHAMPION! Great story? Sounds 
amazing? Yep. Sure does!
But it’s not real.
i’ve never met a successful athlete who had it easy every step of 
the way. life—particularly a sporting life—just isn’t like that.

A REAL “SPORTING SUCCESS STORY”
Now, here is a “sporting success story” that is more believable:
I started swimming when I was 8. It was OK, but I was also playing 
football and baseball and riding my bike on weekends. I was swim-
ming once or twice a week in summer until I was around 11 or so, 
but I was only doing a few meets each year. I wasn’t making finals 
or winning medals, but I enjoyed swimming with my team when I 
had the chance.
When I turned 13, I took a break from swimming for a few months 
because I decided to try out for basketball at school, and we had 
a great season. That summer, I decided to get back into the pool 
and train a bit more because a few of my friends had joined the 
swim team and were going to regular practice. We had a good 
relay team, and I enjoyed training with my friends.
Around 15, my backstroke really started to improve, and I 
started winning a few medals at school meets, club events and other 
races. I made my first state final at 16, but then had three months 
off with a shoulder problem, and I couldn’t do anything but kicking 
practice, running and gym work. I came back to swim training later 
that year, but I also had a lot of exam stress at school, so I was only 
training five times a week.
I made nationals for the first time when I was 17, and I placed 10th, 
but I discovered that I’d really fallen in love with swimming and 

decided I’d give it all I could for the next national championships. 
I was really flying in training, qualified fastest for the final, but 
slipped on the wall and ended up fourth.
I made my first national team at 19, but screwed up my taper and 
didn’t make the final in my first big international meet.I learned 
a lot from that experience, and the following year at Pan Pacs, I 
made my first international final.Heading into the Olympics, I was 
battling a chest infection and a knee injury, but my coach and I 
figured out a way to keep training while I was managing those 
problems. Somehow I qualified for the Olympic Trials, I placed sec-
ond in the final and made the ! Olympic team.I got to the Games and 
made it to the final in lane 6 after a slow semifinal. AND NOW I AM 
THE OLYMPIC CHAMPION!
Now that’s a REAl “sporting success story”!
the important, essential qualities that lead to success are not 
learned by experiencing easy and early victories. they are de-
veloped through experiencing failure, disappointment, frustration 
and, occasionally, even illness and injury and finding ways to over-
come these setbacks to achievement. 
Sport’s greatest success stories are filled with tales of how 
athletes fought and struggled and battled with all kinds of 
difficulties and found ways to keep going.
the athletes who’ve won our hearts are usually the ones who 
NeVER had it easy: they’re the ones who faced and climbed seem-
ingly insurmountable obstacles and never gave up on chasing their 
dreams (see fig 1)
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The Real Sporting Success Story...dreams, work hard, 
never give up and love what you do. It’s the love of 
what you do - and your core values - commitment, 
drive, determination, passion etc. that keep you
going through the ups and downs.



WHAT SUCCESS ISN’T...AND WHAT IT IS
Success isn’t about talent. Everyone knows a story about some 
kid who was unbeatable at 8—only to be lost to the sport in their 
mid-teens.
it isn’t about getting things easily. Nothing worthwhile ever comes 
that way. And it isn’t about tracking along a linear pathway of 
progress where PRs come each and every time a swimmer jumps 
into a pool.
Nobody wins every time they race. No one comes first every time 
they compete. No oNE!
Success doesn’t come as a result of being the tallest or the biggest 
or the strongest or  having the longest arms. it is rarely about  the 
things it’s about those qualities and characteristics that—although 
difficult to see or measure—are the defining aspects of success: 
commitment, dedication, hard work, passion, drive, resilience, 
courage and focus!

A FINAL MESSAGE TO ALL YOU “LOSERS”
if you’re 10, 11, 12, 13 years of age, and you’re not winning gold 
medals or breaking records—relax! don’t stress out about it.
learn from every race. learn from everything you do.
Experiment with different types of warm-up routines and pacing 
strategies and cool-down methods.
winning and losing doesn’t matter at your age. What matters is 
learning—and what’s important is loving what you do.
i promise you this: if you learn from everything you do, and you fall 
in love with training and racing...success will eventually be yours.

Wayne Goldsmith is one of the world’s leading 
experts in elite level swimming and 
high-performance sport. 
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Powerfully Smooth

Since 1972 Sentry Pools has built thousands of 

commercial and residential pools around the 

world. Now, made with the finest craftsmanship 

and attention to detail, Sentry brings you one 

of the most unique swimming experiences 

on the planet — the perfect flow pool. It’s 

unparalleled drive system allows it to run at 

slow trickle speeds and also as fast as the most 

elite swimmer — all at an affordable price.

 Unique design and operational features:     

     Can be retrofitted into existing pools

     Perfect for swimming instruction

     Most advanced propulsion system in the world

     The ideal system for stroke analysis from beginner 

     to elite swimmers

     Economical and easy to install

     Variable flow speeds from a slow flow that provides  

     buoyancy to as fast as :40 per 100 yards

     Unparalleled engineering, materials, and construction

     Multiple models and sizes to choose from

     Customizable 

www.sentrypool.com

••••
••
•••



Sentry Vs Competitor

1529 46th Ave.  Mol ine,  I l l ino is  •  1 .800.443.8625 •  www.sentrypool .com 

24'' Walkway all around pool is standard Construction does not allow for walkway unless 
a deck is attached off of the structure

Wider current Narrow current

Deep Current from waterline to the 
bottom of the pool

Current depth 12'' from the waterline

Current flow lifts you for a more natural
swim and easy kick

Current flow forces swimmers to kick hard and
always look downward to stay on water surface

Water current is smooth at water surface
even at high speeds

Water current has three rolls at water surface and 
swimmers must be between them to breath





T h o u g h T  f o r  T h e  Day
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Coach Ira Klein – “Key Factors in Moving from a Sectional Team to a 

National Level Team”  from World Clinic 2019 – Dallas ham. 

        “Go to another program and learn. When the Olympic Team 
trained at West Point in 1976 before Montreal, Coach Terry Laugh-
lin and I drove up to watch them. Incredible experience. 

             When Coach Schubert first arrived in California, the story is 
that he visited each and every one of the major programs in Cali-
fornia to learn from those coaches. 

              When I moved to California, I asked Mark if could come 
down and watch practice. He said Sure. He spent the entire time 
with me answering questions. I said “I can’t believe you are do-
ing this, you must get these calls everyday?”. He Said “You are 
the first in four years.”.

Why would you NOT go learn from the best? 
           Wherever you are, go somewhere and learn by picking the 
brains of the best in our profession.” 



Let Your Swimmers show their 
Accomplishments!

buy online at: www.swimmingcoach.org/shop

Nationally recognized,
based on the National 
Age Group Motivational 
Time Standards B-AAAA. 
Chevron are available 
by stroke and time level,
or best times.

buy online at: www.swimmingcoach.org/shop
To place your order by phone, please call Sue Mills, Chevron Service Coordinator at 800-356-2722 

or you may email your order to: smills@swimmingcoach.org
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Culture and the Not-So-Soft Skills
Carol Capitani

Carol: Good afternoon. I’m assuming this 
is supposed to be the Senior track. But 
I have geared this talk a little bit more 
towards Age Group swimming. I am sure 
you are like, “Carol, what do you know 
about Age Group swimming?”

I got my start in Age Group swimming. 
I was Head Age Group Coach of the 
Santa Rosa Neptunes right out of 
college. That was when I still didn’t think 
I wanted to coach swimming. I was just 
biding my time until I went to grad 
school and got my MFA in writing and 

would write great short stories and move on with my life. I think it’s also 
interesting just like people say, we don’t pick swimming, swimming picks 
us. That’s how I feel about coaching. Coaching picked me and I am forever 
grateful.

I did start off in Age Group coaching before I went to college. Just a 
reminder, these talks are more about reminding us of what is important 
because I think all the things that I want to talk about are things that we 
already inherently know. The pleasure of delivering a talk and talking about 
what I care about, it reminds me of what I care about more.

Even just speaking about it up here I get excited about going back to my 
team and doing things right, so it’s a good test and a good challenge. I don’t 
know, everybody’s world is a little bit different. But, the term “soft skills” is 
sort of a weird thing and I am going to bring out two people that I really 
admire in this talk. But before that, here is the deal. You can get on the in-
ternet you can read all you want, do the research and a lot of people think 
that our young adults going out into the real world are unprepared, which is 
different than the way I feel.

Because I feel after they leave our program, I know I’m a tiny little bubble, 
but swimmers are just exceptional people. When you do something like 
try to achieve greatness and be competitive and knock it out of the park 
with school and swimming, that’s awesome. I feel we send people out into 
the world who are amazing, but they still sort of unprepared. I think it’s 
interesting. I did a little research. You can find eight million articles and it 
says, “Oh, what does the world need?” for when they are looking for jobs. 
What is the number one thing? Communication. Strategic thinking, like 
the ability to solve problems. Motivation- that’s what I have seen. It is not 
like; “Oh my gosh, I was so smart and great when I was in high school and 
college,” you already saw pictures of me.

Thankfully, I had four years to learn in high school and college and life and 
I’m still learning. But, I think the feedback and criticism one is huge. I think 
it’s really hard unless you start those skills early on in your club programs. 
The ability to accept criticism and hear something that is not perfect. 
Leadership skills: that is big, that’s a hot button right now. Emotional 
intelligence, that’s huge and I think all these things can be taught. We are 
not just born that way. I mean you could be born lacking some skills, but 
you learn them along the way. But, who do you learn from?

We learn from our parents, we learn from our teachers, and we learn from 
our coaches. When I talk to friends or people, they are like, “Oh my gosh, 
why can you never do anything? Why are you working so hard?” I’m like, 
we are doing the same work. This is what we have in common. You know, 
you give up your weekends. You give up your lives. We are in our own little 
world and we are doing really important work because there is not anybody 

else I spend that much time with, even with my own daughters. I have a 
16-year-old and 14-year-old and I’m very aware that I spend more time with 
my athletes than I do with my own daughters.

I want to make sure that I’m doing a really good job on both fronts; with 
my daughters and the time that I am spending with them, but they are in 
school all day. I hope that they have teachers that care about stuff as much 
as I do. They are teaching these skills, but these are the skills that I think 
are really important. I am just talking about my daughter in an Age Group 
swimming program, but this is what I hope she’s learning along the way 
and this is how I think she’s going to grow up to be a better person beside 
living in my house.

This is what they call the soft skills. I love ASCA, too, because I loved listening 
to Greg’s talk about doing sets and new ways to think about sets and ways 
to train. I think that is really important, but the human skills are equally as 
important. They are amplifiers and they make things better. Sometimes I 
think it’s easy to say, “Oh yeah, we are trying to make better people and 
we are developing that.” But I think it’s easy sometimes to shy away, we let 
ourselves off the hook. Teaching the communication part and teaching the 
soft skills is vital because they are not measurable.

You can’t measure someone or give them a score on leadership. You cannot 
give them a score on communication, but we can surely look at their times 
and sometimes that’s how we are judged as coaches. If they don’t improve 
and they don’t do very well people are like, “Oh Carol sure had a crappy 
year with her team.” Look, this person didn’t improve and this person didn’t 
improve, but I’ll tell you that most of the time it doesn’t have to do with 
the training. I mean, it does and it doesn’t because these soft skills are the 
things that are amplifying and they are making your training better. When 
you do these things, it’s really important. 

Seth Godin, he’s a marketing guru. He has written tons of books; you 
can sign up for his emails. I think he is one of the smartest guys on the 
planet, but I love that quote at the very bottom. “It turns out that what ac-
tually separates thriving organizations,” so I just put “teams” in there, “from 
struggling ones are the difficult-to-measure attitudes, processes and 
perceptions of the people who do the work.” I think that’s what we do in a 
nutshell; if I’m trying to train them absolutely right. Do I love work? I love 
work. I’m competitive, I love having my team rocking and rolling and doing 
things and feeling really good about the work they do. When I have the big-
gest problems, it’s not because we are not doing the work. It’s not because 
I don’t know what sets to give them.

I think that’s the easier part, that’s the part I love, too. But, the hard part 
is changing the culture and the harder part is changing those ideas. Club 
coaches, that’s what we are doing too. You are just starting it earlier and I am 
getting at those people after that. So, I brought this stuff out of the archives.

When I first got to Texas what Greg said is it was a very confused culture. I 
inherited a lot of women who were not that excited to swim. The men and 
women’s team were getting along; it was super, super negative and it was 
a little scary to take over. I’m like; “Damn, is something wrong with these 
women? Is something wrong with this place? Is it too much pressure? Is it 
scary?”

The first thing I had to do was I had to get to know them really fast. It’s 
easier right now because you get to know people along the years. The only 
people I do not know right now are my freshmen and I know them through 
recruiting, but I don’t know them as well as I need to. But as you dig into 
your team, you get to know them. If any of you are starting a new program 
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and you don’t know anybody, this is a really cool way to get to know your 
team. In doing this talk, I’m like; “Damn, I need to do that again! That will be 
pretty fun.” I gave them a little homework assignment and I had them write 
their own story.

I had them put together a book like; ‘Who are you? What do you care about? 
What’s your family like? What are your pets? What are your hobbies outside 
of swimming?’ Remind me, because they change their stories all the time. 
Then I got their stories together and I made it into a little book and I kept it 
in my office. I thought that was of the fast track way of getting to know my 
team Then you can use it for any sort of games that you want. Sometimes 
we play games on our team where you have to know something. We do a 
social kick and I’m like; “Hey, okay you’ve got to share with whoever you are 
kicking with something that they don’t know about you.” It is a little game, 
how do I get a team to support each other better?

Again, I know that’s crazy, to put up there face-to-face communication. I 
sometimes let myself off the hook in texting the athlete. It’s just easier to 
shoot them a text. Lately I have just been picking up the phone. I know 
it’s a weird thing. They did a study about people’s brains and healing. They 
said teenagers with problems either started texting their mom or they 
called their mom. It doesn’t matter whether it was mom or dad. But, they 
registered their brain waves and when they were texting their parents, it 
showed nothing on their brain waves. But when they actually picked up 
the phone and they talked to their parents, then there was total activity in 
the brain.

They realized that if someone is in a coma and they have people that love 
them and read to them or talk them, their brains heal faster. That is a fact. 
Sometimes I’m like, ‘I’m just going to go back and forth on text,’ but so much 
is lost in text. Just make sure that we remember to call them and pick up 
the phone. I know there are different ways that you have got to do it for 
SafeSport, but talking face to face and one on one is important. I took the 
team out to breakfast after practice the other day. One of the freshmen, she 
is rooming with a non-swimmer because we have an uneven number and 
this non-swimmer is an athlete. She is a rower.

I just was standing at the table listening to them she is like, “Oh my gosh.” 
I said, “How is it going with your roommate?” The whole table freaks 
out and I am like, “Oh no, here’s my problem.” She says my roommate is 
rower, she wakes up and her alarm is like a motorcycle revving. She said, ‘like 
vroom, vroom.’ She said, “And I wake up and I think I’m a morning person. 
I’m so happy, but it just makes me so angry. It is such a bad start to my day.” 
She was really upset and she had just been explaining this to the table. I 
thought, “Okay, you know what? Here is what we do,” because I forget these 
tools that we already have at our disposal and that is a great way to do role-
playing. So, you divide your team up.

This is not just for women; this is for everybody. This is learning how to talk 
to each other because they don’t get it. They don’t know how to do it. You 
divide up your team. We put them into groups of four. You can make up 
anything from like, ‘let’s say your roommate is driving you crazy. Let’s say 
your roommate is borrowing your clothes,’ how do have those conversa-
tions? Then you have one be the fake roommate and one be the person 
who is upset and you have them talk to each other. The other people, they 
listen to it. Then we come back as a group after we have these six groups 
of four. Then you came back to the group and you say, “Okay, what group 
thinks they did a really good job of solving this? How’d they do it?”

How did this go poorly for the other groups? Then you talk about it. 
Sometimes we talk about really hard stuff. Let’s say we have someone that 
is sneaking out. That’s hard for them to talk about because that is bother-
ing your team. Sometimes I hear an issue on the team and that will take 
a while. The second thing that does in role-playing is when there are fake 
solving problems amongst themselves, then when they solve them for 

real they have already practiced amongst themselves so they know what’s 
coming. They get it, they are learning. It may not go perfectly. I have also 
been involved. I say, “Guys, if you need me to mediate something or if you 
need to talk in a safe space, let me know. You guys are making each other 
so mad that you can’t function. I hear about it from somebody else.” I’m like; 
“Look, if you guys aren’t going to talk to each other, I will help you.” There 
are too many kids that come to college that are unprepared to have these 
conversations because their parents do the talking for them. I still have 
parents call me up, which is kind of crazy, and I’m like,“Hey, you know what? 
This is awesome that we are talking. But even though I care about my 
relationship with you, I care more about my relationship with your 
daughter. If they have an issue, they need to talk to me. You need to 
encourage them to talk to me because you cannot solve their problems.”

“I can’t solve your problem with your kid either,” so they are learning to do 
that. We do circle talks all the time. Maybe every team does them, but we 
only have 25 people on our team so it takes five minutes to go around the 
circle and talk about something. To talk about their day, talk about what 
they are proud of, talk about anything, talk about the practice, and talk 
about their goals for the practice. You can really do anything you want, but 
it encourages them to talk. We did our first one last week. We just started 
10 days ago. One of the freshmen talks so quietly, I couldn’t even hear her. 
Here’s a girl who’s confident and fast and a great kid, and she’s mumbling.

I’m like, “No, no no. Stop. Speak up.” It is a skill. Talking is a skill and that’s what 
I want to say about communication. I put this quote up for our first team 
meeting when we were talking about the hard and fast rules of our team 
and what’s expected. I think this is easier said than done and I don’t know 
if this is easier with women. I have heard that it’s more difficult to foster 
this support among women, but helping each other be successful and 
supporting each other; not just when things are going well, but when things 
are going difficult for you. I want a culture, where no matter what’s going 
on, being kind and being humble and supporting each other is important. 
I see it on the men’s team a little bit more than I see it on the women’s team.

I do think that is one difference. The way that I see it is guys let stuff roll 
off their back a little bit more than women, or at least the women that I 
am coaching. If they do a crappy swim, sometimes they are just like, ‘It was 
coach,’ or they just let it go. Women are like; “Oh what did I do wrong?” They 
are just blaming themselves. There was a practice we were doing together 
over the summer and one of the guys, he’s an American record holder; he’s 
a superstar. He wasn’t having a great practice and he was going like end of 
the lane, but he was cheering on the other guys who were kicking his butt.

He was like; “Hey guys, keep it up.” I think that’s a hard thing to do when 
you are not winning and when you are struggling, but then you are still 
a great teammate. That’s pretty powerful. Where I see this they most, and 
I think Greg can attest to it and it was something moved me pretty hard 
when Madisyn came back from World Championships in 2017. I think this is 
something that Team USA does unbelievably well. Madisyn ended up get-
ting a bronze medal, and Melanie had been an Olympian in the 200 IM and 
she ended up getting a medal, as well. She made the team and Madisyn 
came back to our team and she said, ‘I do feel like I’m part of this team at 
Texas, but I’ll tell you something really cool.’

And after that race at Worlds, Melanie came over to Madisyn and she gave 
her a big hug and she said, ‘Oh my gosh, when we finished the race, I 
touched and looked at your time.’ She said, ‘All I wanted to see was the place 
next to my name and I saw fourth,’ and she said, ‘I felt so terrible that I didn’t 
score any points for team USA.’ And she said, ‘Then I saw your name and I 
saw the third next to it and it made my heart so happy.’ So, even though they 
are competitors, it makes Madisyn a better teammate. Madisyn has a great 
relationship with Ella Eastin and those two love training together and they 
support each other and they go on trips together.
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They went looking at med schools together, but they want to beat each oth-
er’s ass for sure. But they are super supportive and they have been through 
some things over the past year. One of them has had a hiccup in their little 
plan and guess what? The other one’s the first person to call them. That’s 
something really special and that is a learned trait. Madisyn did not come 
in there like that freshman year, for sure. We had a girl on our team, Tasija, 
she has the school record in the 200 back. She is a 1:49 and she came in just 
sort of a normal kid.

Then Claire Adams comes in and she broke her hand right before Trials. 
She had the junior world record in the 100 back and she comes in and Tas 
and Claire- as competitive as they were, neither one of them wanted to 
lose- but Tas took care of Claire like, ‘I’m going to show you how it’s done 
and I’m going to carry you under my wing.’ I think there’s nothing more pow-
erful than that. When you see that on your team, you have to celebrate that 
and you have to make an example of it so that people take care of each 
other. Because we all know what it looks like when that doesn’t happen and 
that’s scary. I think that’s just what it’s about, it’s about respect.

Respect for each other and just respect for excellence because the better 
we all are, the more we bring out in each other. Everyone knows about 
those great competitions when two teams are rivals and they bring out the 
best in each other, and that’s what people need to do. We actively talk about 
that. This goes into attitude; they can choose their attitude. Not everybody’s 
going to be in a great mood every day. Our team realized after NCAAs, I 
think some of them were upset about how we did and they thought they 
underperformed. I thought it was pretty special that the team got together 
without my doing and they said, ‘Let’s make up our own words of what we 
want to focus on this summer. Let’s do this,’ and they chose it. One of those 
things they said, ‘accountability,’ was one of them; ‘attitude’ was another and 
then ‘respect’ was the third thing.

I didn’t just pick these words out of nowhere. Then, fun was the fourth one. 
It was them saying, ‘This is what we care about.’ This is supposed to be fun. 
This is a good reminder because working hard is really fun and being fast 
is fun too. Sometimes the work isn’t that fun, but it is if you choose your 
attitude when you come in. I think understanding how we show up each 
day is important. Carrying ourselves the way that we want our team to 
be. If something’s going on, I am not going to let the team know how I’m 
feeling. Then I think that’s important because I’m not going to let that 
happen. I don’t show it or if something’s bothering me, sometimes I tell the 
team; “Oh my gosh, I have had a rough one.”

“This is what’s going on. I’m going to have fun. You are my people and this is 
my happy place, so let’s get some good work done today.” I realize they are 
not going to come in perfectly, but allowing room for growth is important. 
I assume we are not all coaching for the same reasons, but the growth is 
the part that gets me excited. The growth, it’s like from the way a kid comes 
in their freshman year and they don’t know what they’re doing. They have 
some skills and they are just their own people. Then the person that they 
end up being when they graduate from college, that’s the joy that I take 
out of coaching.

I can’t help but think that’s the joy that everyone takes out of coaching. It is 
that journey along the way, how they start, how they finish up right under 
your care, and who they become. So when they don’t have these things al-
ready figured out, that’s a huge opportunity for us to help them with it. This 
other part is something I thought I’d bring in and it’s a little iffy. Sometimes, 
they are going to make some personal attacks. Sometimes when they don’t 
do well, they don’t know how to hold in their anger. Maybe it is just kids 
that I am with because I am allowing them to be honest and allowing them 
to express their anger, but I have had to learn not to take things personally.

That brings me to one of my favourite clips. Now I think this is going to work 
because we practiced it earlier. This is from You’ve Got Mail.
[Video Plays] 

We need to start with it being personal, that’s what it is, right? We’re in the 
people business, right? We are developing people so it is personal. But 
there’s a difference, I carry this around with me for a while. I think about it 
every time when somebody says, ‘Don’t take it personal.’ I’m like, ‘What do 
you mean don’t take it personal? It is personal. It’s personal to me that my 
team does well. It’s personal to me that I take care of my team.’ There are a 
lot of things that are really personal. It’s like in recruiting, you really like a kid 
and you think they are going to be a great fit and they are like, “I just don’t 
think you’re the place for me.”

For just a little bit, you are like, “Ouch, what am I not doing right that you 
don’t feel like this isn’t going to be a good place?” So, I carry this around 
with me for a long time. I still do because I think it’s true. I think it’s real. Then 
the juxtaposition of that is, “Take it seriously, but you don’t have to take it 
personally.” I’m like, I want to be professional. So, I can do this. This is one 
thing I know when I am coaching my best that I do well because I do take it 
personally, but I don’t take it personally.

I have to decide when I am going to take it personally, like when I own it and 
when I don’t. And maybe that’s just my thing, but I think all of us needed to 
take a good look at it if you are talking about the mental health of people 
in this sport. We are doing the best job we can to transfer these tools to the 
athletes and then they have got to own it. They have got to take account-
ability for what it is. When we are teaching, at some point, that’s the coolest 
part because you just give them the tools and then they fly. It’s like life and 
parenting and everything else. That again goes back to accountability. It 
has a little bit of a flow here. I think one of the most beautiful things-- like 
somebody asked earlier, ‘How do you make sure that when you’re telling 
someone you believe they can do a certain thing, how do you get that goal 
to be not just your goal, but their goal?’

That transfer of belief is one of the really cool things in our sport. You 
transfer that belief and then they are going to own it and they take more 
accountability for what they are doing. Sometimes, especially when 
the kids are first coming into our program, they think that they can just 
work hard and it’s not even a subtle difference. It is like a gigantic divide 
between people that just work and are just checking the boxes or when 
they are really invested in what they are doing. You know those kids who 
are dialled in, because once they do that it is not smooth sailing. Then 
you have the real magic happening because there’s still improvement 
when there’s hard work. You guys see that. People work hard and they 
get better.

They are going to get better for a certain point, but then when they really 
want some magic and you really want the gigantic leaps, you have to have 
the other stuff come on and they have to own it. One of the ways to get 
there on that road is really educating them about the difference between 
working hard and working hard intentionally. I was talking with a coach 
last night about how you can give all the drills you want. Don’t tell me we 
don’t do drills in our program because we do a ton of drills, but they have to 
do them with intent. I have them do them when they are actually thinking 
about what they are doing and we can talk all day about that. But, how do 
you get that to transfer? Well, if they own it and they are part of the process 
and they believe in the process, they are like; “I get it.” That is the fun part, 
when they take ownership.

Some programs do an excellent job in that process part. That’s their culture 
and you talk to some coaches and they are dialled in. They are like, ‘I get 
it, yep. This, I get it and I love that.’ There was a coach earlier today, this is 
a perfect example of making their own decisions and having input. There 
was a girl that swam, Katie. She’s one of my favourite kids ever. I mean you 
have a lot of favourites but she was already a little bit of an old soul because 
her brother had cerebral palsy or something and he was in a wheelchair. 
She had to take care of people. She got it. She was just one of those kids 
who understood life, but she was so self-sufficient and she learned that at 
her club.
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The coolest thing was you’d go to a meet, she’d send herself off. She didn’t 
want you to, because her coach said, “Look, if you are ever at a meet and 
you make an international team,” and she was good out of high school, but 
she wasn’t a superstar. He said, “If you ever make a team when I am not your 
coach, you are going to have to learn to take care of yourself.” So he gave 
her the ownership. She didn’t want a warm-up. I would be like; “Do you want 
me to make up a warm up?” She’s like, “I can warm up myself.” I mean, she is 
so self-sufficient. I am like; “Don’t you want anything from me?” You want to 
be needed, but she was a great student, too. She picked that up. But I think 
she’s one of the best examples.

She came in so prepared and owning and knowing what they needed to 
do to be successful; she was an exceptional kid. Maybe that was part of it. 
But she also came from a culture that taught that. Whereas on the other 
hand, I have had kids come into my program who, they honestly don’t know 
why they are good because they have just been bossed around the whole 
time and there hasn’t been a lot of education, which is awesome if they’re 
fast. But, you are going to come to a point where they really have to figure 
out how they are going to get better and then they have to understand 
why they are good in the first place. Teaching that along the way is really 
important, and that goes back to the communication. I had a really hard 
time coaching this girl.

I mean, she’s a beautiful girl and just has the skills and she’s awesome. 
I’m like, ‘You are great at these two. You are great at the four IM, you are great 
at the 200 free; what do you want to swim?’ “I don’t know.” ‘What do you like 
more?’ “Either one.” ‘No, I can’t believe that. I don’t believe that’s true. What 
are you more passionate about? What do you want to train for?’ “Wherever 
the team needs me.” I mean, that’s a good answer, but I didn’t believe it. For 
four years, we went back and forth like, ‘This year, why don’t we try this?’ 
or, ‘This year we’ll try this.’ Or, ‘Wait, what do you still want on the third 
day?’ “Maybe the 100 free or the 200 fly.” I’m like, ‘No, they’re completely dif-
ferent,’ because she couldn’t even verbalize what she wanted. She couldn’t 
verbalize what she was more excited about. She’s trying to guess what I 
wanted, and then after four years she comes to that thought of, ‘I wish I 
would have trained for the 100 free then I could have been on more relays.’

I’m like, ‘Okay, well now the truth comes out.’ I don’t know if it’s too late or 
not too late, but the point is the more we can get them to own what they 
are doing right there, the better. She didn’t take any ownership until it was 
too late. She couldn’t even verbalize. How do we teach them to fall in love 
with what we are doing? How do we teach them to be aware of that? I think 
that that’s a little bit coaching because she had a coach who completely 
bossed her around, told her what time to wake up in the morning, told her 
what time to be at the meet, gave them every single meet warm up, and 
gave them everything. There was no education along the way. There was 
some great training and she was pretty good out of high school, but there 
wasn’t that ownership.

So, she came with zero skills of communication and zero skills of really 
understanding what she did to make her fast. I think that’s a place where we 
can get better. This is an interesting topic, I think. I do believe even though 
we are both interested in the same concept, we are just trying to make peo-
ple better and faster and that’s it, right? And smarter and all those things. 
There are some kids who can change like that and they’re very coachable 
and you can get them to make changes. Steve Bultman, he gets his team 
and they’re rocking, they’re rolling. They all have the same breaststroke, that 
is part of his culture- that you were going to do drills forever. You are going 
to learn how to do the stroke the right way. Maybe Steve has 20 times more 
patience than I do.

I can work with a kid for one year, two years, three years to make changes. 
But, at some point, I think the kids are going to go back to old ways, unless 
they’re exceptional or unless they really want to get better, which a lot of 
them do, but some of them don’t. It’s hard to see where that line breaks 

off. I think that’s way more important when they’re younger. I was reading 
something about the NFL combine and two coaches Kyle Shannon from the 
49ers, Andy Reed both said the same thing. They said, ‘If a guy can throw 
from me to you, he can throw from this guy to that guy and he can do that 
well,’ the coaches said, ‘that’s awesome. But, I look at how they throw in high 
school.

I look at how they throw in college because I’m not going to try to teach a 23 
year old new things because under pressure. I’m just going to go with what 
they do best.’ That got me thinking. I take a lot of information that I just find 
anywhere. I’m reading about it. It doesn’t matter where it’s from, the NFL or 
Seth Godin or whoever, but that’s why sports are so great because so much 
is transferable. I am thinking, ‘Am I spending too much time on technique?’ 
No, I don’t think I am, but I do think it reminded me of the fact that it is dif-
ficult because they have done it so much so that if you think it’s a waste of 
time to work on it when they’re younger, you are behind. That should be the 
key, skills and skills and skills. I am shocked at even sometimes looking at 
kids at Nationals. You are like, ‘How are they going so fast?’

Some people aren’t even streamlined and their strokes are so weird. Then 
the ego comes in and you are like, ‘If we get that girl and then we fix her 
freestyle, can you think how good she could be?’ That’s also really difficult 
because they have done it so long. I think that’s just a discussion point. I 
think that’s an interesting thing to think about. How much as a younger 
person should you spend on that? How do you get them to buy in and make 
changes? Otherwise go with their strengths. 

I think there are two kinds of people, well there are more than two kinds, 
but there are your worker bees. The kids who are the grinders; they are so 
much fun to coach because they are workers. They define themselves about 
how hard they work. You can’t even get them to slow down. But the big-
gest thing about those kids that I’ve found is I think they think they can 
outwork anyone. Then you put all the worker bees together and everybody 
at the highest level are worker bees. Very few times, maybe when you have 
a sprinter here who doesn’t like to work or something, but they love to race. 
That’s fine, but you have to love the work to be really good.

What I have found is the worker bees, my biggest challenge with them is 
you have to get them to transfer that work ethic over to the finesse part. You 
cannot be a good swimmer and turn them into a world-class swimmer with-
out them thinking about the little things and finesse. Very few athletes can 
do that and having them transfers that mindset. I have three or four people 
on my team right now where that was the biggest change I think they made 
is from working really hard to figuring out what to work on. It is all right to 
actually have recovery. It’s all right to not win warm-up every day. That’s a 
hard one, it sounds silly. But, that’s a hard thing to teach because you don’t 
have to be first in warm up.

Maybe they should spend that mental energy getting better at breaststroke 
or holding their breath from 12 and a half in; I don’t know what it is. Then 
there are the other kids. Assume the positive out of our athletes when we 
are talking about work. There’s some kids on a bad day, if I’m just not being 
my best self and I’m like, ‘This kid doesn’t really care anymore. They’re just 
going through the motions.’ No, they aren’t. Nobody does; swimming is too 
hard to do, it’s so hard. Nobody’s on the team putting in 20 hours a week or 
whatever, doing weights and this and that and trying to be part of some-
thing because I think that’s way too difficult.

They want to be good, and so finding ways- that’s our job- to find the 
motivation so that they do work harder so that they do dig in and buy into 
the work and the belief. Because it’s not about the work. I think it’s about 
something completely different. That’s what I want to say about work. This 
is where I want to say something about gratitude. I think this is one of those 
easy skills that, because it can’t be measured, it’s something we can let 
ourselves off the hook for. But, it plays a gigantic role. This is something 
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I care about a lot is notes and thank you letters and signs of gratitude. I 
thought it was fascinating that one of our girls just applied to all these med 
schools, like the best in the country.

Stanford, Harvard, and Vandy and she has got all second interviews from 
every single school. So I was looking at Harvard’s website; this is the people 
that have already graduated from college at the top of their class who are 
getting invited on a second interview. You are part of that top 3 or 6%, right? 
This is on the Harvard website, instructions to these like 22 and 23 year olds 
or however old they are. ‘Send a handwritten note to interviewers or to 
everyone on a panel.’ I mean, this sounds like something you would tell a 
high school kid. I mean, come on. “In the note, thank them for their time. 
Do not try to sneak in a personal statement. This is a thank you letter,’ that’s 
in italics!

I’m like, “Wow, like these are still skills that Harvard thinks important.” 
We actually have to remind them. It is like, “Ooh, clear your plates after 
dinner.” I think it’s a baseline thing that if we can teach them early, does it 
make a difference? Absolutely. Do you think, “Carol, what are you talking 
about? Thank you letters and gratitude? That is not going to make my kids 
faster.” Oh yes. It does. Because I promise you, the kids who actually thank 
me for practice, which is kind of my whole team, I will coach them harder. 
I’m biased, I know I am.

The kids who seem ungrateful, the kids who get two pairs of Nike shoes 
and eight million clothes at the beginning of the season and they don’t 
thank our manager and they are just like “Yay stuff” and then they don’t say 
anything? I’m going to feel differently about them. We all do. Like I just tell 
my own children, “Thank your teachers. Just walk out of the class everyday 
and just say, ‘Thank you teacher. Thank you, whatever it is.’” You will get 
coached harder, I pay attention to the people who are grateful. The peo-
ple that come on recruiting trips, is that silly? No. If we go out to breakfast 
and three kids out of eight come up to me after breakfast and they are like, 
“Coach, thanks for breakfast.” That wins me over. It’s not even a secret.

The kids that you spent 800 bucks to come in on a recruiting trip plus what-
ever and you never hear from him or something like that? Even an email 
thank you is better than a non thank you. I know that sounds odd. But, I do 
think it’s important and I do think those kids get it. If we are recruiting, you 
are talking about things to teach on a program. There are some kids that 
come from a culture where like they are giving high fives and fist bumps 
and stuff all the time. I think that’s really cool. I think those are the kind of 
kids that you want to coach and the kind of kids that make your team better.

When you have those people that are a part of your culture and they are 
the natural leaders and they have learned how to be grateful and they 
work hard, that makes it easier. If we are starting at the baseline and you 
are teaching basic skills like thank you’s, I think it’s harder to coach them 
to be faster. I know I sound really strong on that part, but I believe in it. So 
speaking of that, I am ready for any questions. Yes.

Female Speaker: What kinds of things are you look for from athletes to add 
to your team?

Carol: What kind of things am I looking? I think it’s an interesting concept 
when people say things like, “I want diversity and diversity makes our team 
better.” Then at the same time, we are like, “You are my kind of people.” 
I think that’s a juxtaposition of ideas, too. I don’t mind if kids have been 
through some really tough stuff. I don’t mind if kids don’t have all the skills 
when they come in, but it is about the times. They have to be at a certain 
level of times because you have to have that.

But after that, then you are just trying to find the kids that are willing. You try 
to figure out who’s willing to learn, who’s competitive, and who is grateful. I 
don’t want a team full of mean girls, you know? But, I also don’t want like a 
sorority. It can be nice, but this is about being competitive. Everybody can 
have their best skill, but like, I guess it’s a crap shoot. I just want them to be 
honest. I guess. There’s a lot of things.

Male Speaker: How do you tell what someone’s actual personality is versus 
what they put on for your for recruiting? And do you take what the team 
says into consideration?

Carol: I think on recruiting trips I take the team’s input really seriously 
because sometimes how they act with me on the phone is different. Kids 
see through it. The kids can, figure each other out pretty quickly. Somebody 
has to do something. It’s not like a sorority or fraternity thing where people 
are going to get bombed. Like, you have to do something pretty egregious 
on a recruiting trip to not feel like you fit in with our team. I think our team’s 
pretty good at that, you have to be yourself. If people are trying to not be 
themselves, like you can be shy, you cannot be a real talker. I think if we’ve 
invited them on a trip, it’s more just to see if there’s any red flags. Because 
we talk to the coaches and figure stuff out, too.

Female Speaker: You talked a bit about culture and communication. 
What do you do to stop them from going negative?

Carol: How do you stop like the team from going negative? That’s just more 
about communication, too. There are people that are just more negative 
than others. I’m not saying that our culture is perfect. Culture is just an on-
going thing. We have our struggles, as much as any other team. I believe if I 
didn’t pay this much attention to it, I think it could go south.

I think it’s more just me paying attention and me listening to the team 
and making sure that the negative people get nipped in the bud or 
that they realize their behaviour is off. It is alright to be upset or a little 
depressed, but if it’s a constant thing then I think we just address it head on. 

Thank you, everyone. n
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COACH LEVEL TYPE  

Rushka Sharini Abeywardena 1 International Age Group
Lourdes Angelyn Abueg 2 International Age Group
Cris Acaso 2 International Age Group
Carlos Aguiar 2 International Age Group
Leoncio Ajin 2 International Age Group
Zainab Al Hajri 1 International Age Group
Noor Al Maimani 1 International Age Group
Ghitha Al Mufragi 1 International Age Group
Angel Alcala 2 USA Swimming; Age Group
Ronaldo Alog 2 International Age Group
Maria Isabel Alvarado 2 International Age Group
Stuardo Alvarez 2 International Age Group
P. H. G. N. Amaya 1 International Age Group
William Arevalo 2 International Age Group
Rowena Arnaldo 2 International Age Group
Mostafa Attary 1 International Age Group
Felipe Azambuja 2 International Age Group
Gayan Bandara 1 International Age Group
Sathmi Bandara 1 International Age Group
Analice Barreto 2 International Age Group
Wamala Benon 2 International Age Group
Jose Bocacao  Jr. 2 International Age Group
Hasinirina Boulter 2 International Age Group
Heather Brewer-Scotti 1 USA Swimming
Sheona Bronkhorst 2 International Age Group
Robert Campbell 2 USA Swimming
Danny Chan 2 International Age Group
Chong Kwong Chia 2 International Age Group
Kheng Chuan Chong 2 International Age Group
Brandon Chua 2 International Age Group
Felicia Chua 2 International Age Group
Amanda Clarke 2 USA Swimming
M. G. M. S. Costha 1 International Age Group
Dennes Cubelo 2 International Age Group
Andressa Cunha 2 International Age Group
Mariane da Costa Rocha 1 International Age Group
Thakshila Daluwatte 1 International Age Group
Himal De Alwis 1 International Age Group
Eleanor De Guzman 2 International Age Group
Jijo De Guzman 2 International Age Group
G. E. V. De Silva 1 International Age Group
Manula De Silva 1 International Age Group
Ramon Delleguas 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Finn Denyer 1 International Age Group
Andrew Dequiña 2 International Age Group
W. A. S. Dharmasena 1 International Age Group
Bretty Christel Dichosa 2 International Age Group
Kevin Dickson 1 High School
D. S. Dinendradasa 1 International Age Group
D. M. S. S. Dissanayake 1 International Age Group
Madagedara Dissanayake 1 International Age Group
Silanka Dissanayake 1 International Age Group
Cesar Do Carmo 1 International Age Group

to our ASCA coaches who became 
newly certified in November and december 2019!
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Christine Donlin 2 USA Swimming; Age Group
Patrick Donlin 2 USA Swimming; Age Group
Israel Duran 1 International Age Group
Dennis Echano 2 International Age Group
Zachary Edwards 2 USA Swimming
Mohammad Eghbali 1 USA Swimming
Jonathan Espiritu 2 International Age Group
Dulanjan Fernando 1 International Age Group
Prabath Fernando 1 International Age Group
Wajc Fernando 1 International Age Group
Fernando Ferreira 2 International Age Group
Steven Ferretti 2 International Age Group
Abigail Flores 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Gustavo Frias 2 International Age Group
Dominick Galimi 1 High School and USA Swimming
Dimuth Gamage 1 International Age Group
Emilio Garmendia 2 International Age Group
Jesus Garza 2 High School
Jaqueline Gonzalez 2 International Age Group
Osmany Gonzalez 1 USA Swimming
Hadeel Harraz 2 International Age Group
Christie Harrison 1 International Age Group
Christine Haslem 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Cassie Hendricks 1 USA Swimming; NCAA I
Fatima Hernandez 2 International Age Group
Marietta Herranz-Garcia 2 International Age Group
Dunyasha Hewagama 1 International Age Group
Miriam Hierath 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Bettina Hong 2 International Age Group
Adrian Huang 2 International Age Group
Grace Hutchinson 1 USA Swimming
Fadli Iskandar 2 International Age Group
Muhammad Adli Jainulabudin 2 International Age Group
Rashmika Jayawardena 1 International Age Group
Natalie Johnson 1 USA Swimming; High School
R. M. T. Kalhara 1 International Age Group
D. K. C. T. Kaluarachchi 1 International Age Group
Suganthan Kanagasuntharam 2 International Age Group
J. P. S. Kaushan 1 International Age Group
Yisimi Kavindya 1 International Age Group
Alexandra Koval 1 USA Swimming
Kar Huat Kuah 2 International Age Group
Julian Kuan 2 International Age Group
G. G. D. P. Kumara 1 International Age Group
Thisara Kumara 1 International Age Group
J. M. S. Kumarathilaka 1 International Age Group
Cheryl Anne Laroco 2 International Age Group
Felipe Leandro 1 International Age Group
Dhill Anderson Lee 2 International Age Group
Hua-Xing Lee 2 International Age Group
Benecia Lee 1 International Age Group
Zhan Rui Leong 2 International Age Group
Sarah Lewis 2 USA Swimming

to our ASCA coaches who became 
newly certified in November and december 2019!
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Triston Lim 2 International Age Group
Bryan Lim 2 International Age Group
Wageesha Lochini 1 International Age Group
Rodrigo Longo 2 International Age Group
Malcolm Low 1 International Age Group
Sergio Luiz Mota 1 International Age Group
Wendy MacLaughlin 1 USA Swimming; YMCA
N. A. M. Madhushika 1 International Age Group
Himan Madola 1 International Age Group
Ronald Madraso 2 International Age Group
Aurora Beatriz Magdalena 2 International Age Group
Vihanga Malisha 1 International Age Group
Jose Mandujano 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Jason Marianayagam 1 International Age Group
Ishan Mark 1 International Age Group
Sheila Martin 1 YMCA Age Group 
Nsibamfumu Bangula Vanny
Masamba 2 International Age Group
Joseph Mashiane 1 International Age Group
Madome Mathiba 2 International Age Group
Fernando Matsuoka 2 International Age Group
Katie McAlpin 1 High School
Zahra McCaskie 1 International Age Group
Jenny McCoy 1 High School
Michael McCue 1 High School
Tricia McWhorter 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Adina Meilner 1 High School
Lee Anne Claire Mercado Mejia 1 International Age Group
Regie Molit 1 International Age Group
Josselin Morales 2 International Age Group
Vincent Morales 2 International Age Group
Ricardo Mota 2 International Age Group
Keon Motamedi 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Kanitha Munasinghe 1 International Age Group
Ibno Saer Musa 2 International Age Group
Mahaljal Musa  Jr. 2 International Age Group
Abel Ng 2 International Age Group
Joel Ng 2 International Age Group
Leonard Ng 2 International Age Group
Shermaine Ng 2 International Age Group
Steven Ng 2 International Age Group
Veil Ng 2 International Age Group
Lloyd Ngoh 2 International Age Group
Sameera Nilanga 1 International Age Group
Rikas Nisham 1 International Age Group
G. W. P. Nishantha 1 International Age Group
Florian Marie Obra 2 International Age Group
Jayavi Pandithage 1 International Age Group
Samadhi Paramith 1 International Age Group
Enrique Patzan 2 International Age Group
Eduardo Pereira 1 International Age Group
Amith Perera 2 International Age Group
Dinithi Perera 1 International Age Group

to our ASCA coaches who became 
newly certified in November and december 2019!
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Brianna Peterson 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Daniel Phun 2 International Age Group
P. C. M. Piyesena 1 International Age Group
D. A. U. A. Prasad 1 International Age Group
Dhammika Pushpakumara 1 International Age Group
Valavan Puvitharan 1 International Age Group
Merlyn Quintanilla 2 International Age Group
Jenn Radford 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Apsara Rajakarunarathne 1 International Age Group
S. T. Rajapaksha 1 International Age Group
Ricardo Ramos 2 International Age Group
Romeo Ramos  Jr. 2 International Age Group
Onitha Ranasinghe 1 International Age Group
Cynthia May Ras 2 International Age Group
Sue-Ann Redelinghuys 1  USA Swimming
Nancy Reyes 2 International Age Group
J.D. Rousseau 1 USA Swimming; High School
Ana Paula Rubin 2 International Age Group
Walter Rumans III 2 USA Swimming; Age Group
Lauren Rupp 1 USA Swimming; Age Group
Monica Louise Saldajeno 2 International Age Group
Saveen Samaranayake 1 International Age Group
Volodymyr Samchuk 1 International Age Group
Asitha Samodana 1 International Age Group
Robert San Miguel 2 International Age Group
Cintia Sanchez 2 International Age Group
Dulshan Sangeeth 1 International Age Group
Kristine April Santos 2 International Age Group
H. M. C. P. Senevirathna 1 International Age Group
Ruwanthika Seneviratne 1 International Age Group
Boitshepo Setlhake 2 International Age Group
David Seto 2 International Age Group
L. A. A. Shantha 1 International Age Group
Chamal Shashipriya 1 International Age Group
H. A. P. A. Shavinda 1 International Age Group
Thimira Sheshan 1 International Age Group
Yee Nok Shum 1 International Age Group
Jia Hui Siah 2 International Age Group
Annadurai Silva 1 International Age Group
Chin Chun Sim 2 International Age Group
Maclin Simpson 1 USA Swimming; NCAA I
Ann Sims 2 USA Swimming; High School
Alexis Skoda 1 Age Group
Samantha Smith 1 International Age Group
Luiz Soares 2 International Age Group
Monica Soliz 1 USA Swimming
E. P. C. Srinath 1 International Age Group
Keshani Subramaniam 1 International Age Group
Hans Rafael Sumalde 2 International Age Group
Roderick Sun 2 International Age Group
Chandell Wayne Suque 2 International Age Group
Soon Chai Tan 2 International Age Group
Hwee Keat Tan 2 International Age Group

to our ASCA coaches who became 
newly certified in November and december 2019!
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Hwee Keat Tan 2 International Age Group
Zhan Hong Tan 2 International Age Group
Christopher Steven Tan 2 International Age Group
Viviena Tan 2 International Age Group
Leek Ooi Tan 2 International Age Group
Nicole Teh 1 International Age Group
D. M. H. Tharuka 1 International Age Group
Teshan Thilakarathna 1 International Age Group
Anika Thomas 2 Age Group
Melissa Thompson 1 USA Swimming; YMCA
Jodi Thornton-O’Connell 1 USA Swimming; High School
Celeste Tiffany 5; 2 Education; USA Swimming, High School
Song Choon Toh 2 International Age Group
Giovani Trapila 2 International Age Group
Rodrigo Triviño 2 International Age Group
Jean Pierre van Staden 2 International Age Group
Alejandra Vasquez 2 International Age Group
Adriana Vasquez 1 International Age Group
Rowele Villaluz 2 International Age Group
Claire Walton 2 International Age Group
S. H. Wanigasinghe 1 International Age Group
Rebekah Ware 1 USA Swimming
Shakthie Warnapura 1 International Age Group
David Warner 2 Age Group; High School 
Joanna Wee 2 International Age Group
Eranga Weerasingha 1 International Age Group
Dinush Welagedara 1 International Age Group
Stephen Wight 1 High School
J. M. S. I. Wijerathne 1 International Age Group
Ranganath Wijerathne 1 International Age Group
A. C. D. Wijesinghe 1 International Age Group
Akila Wijesinghe 1 International Age Group
Valerie Wong 2 International Age Group
Jill Woodward 2 USA Swimming
Shaun Yap 2 International Age Group
Beng Song Yap 2 International Age Group
Valerie Yee 2 International Age Group
Kee Han Yeo 2 International Age Group
Adrian Yeong 2 International Age Group
Chris Young 1 International Age Group
Zhongyue Yuan 1 International Age Group
Katie Yue 2 USA Swimming
Muhammad Yamin Yusof 2 International Age Group
Rachael Zarate 2 USA Swimming
Guanglin Zeng 2 International Age Group
Jingyue Zhang 2 USA Swimming
Galen Ziegler 2 USA Swimming; High School; Age Group 
Sarah Zigler 2 Age Group
Kate Zubkova 1 USA Swimming

to our ASCA coaches who became 
newly certified in November and december 2019!
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